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A DWI VIDEO IHA7 PREPARES YOUR
"UNDERSTANDING A DWI TRIAL"

Testimonials
"Having your client watch David Burrows' witness preparation video 'Understanding A DWI
Trial' is like having David as your co-counsel. Indeed, David is now my permanent co-counsel in this
area. I make it mandatory watching for all my clients as they prepare for trial. This tape will save the
DWI defender not only lots of time, but also, it will assist the client in understanding the mechanics
of the trial itself. I highly recommend it to everyone who practices DWI defense."
J. Gary Trichter

.

-

-

Attowley Houston, Texas

"Whether you try one DWI a year or one every week, the 'Understanding a DWI Trial' video tape
is a MUST! It is infannative, innovative and invaluable. David walks the client, (and the attorney),
through the process and potential perils of a DWI trial. When our cIients are charged with DWI, they
come to our office with many questions. David's tape does a remarkable job answering many of these
questions. We owe it to our clients and to ourselves to purchase 'Understanding a DWI Trial'."
Robert B. Hirschhorn

-

-

Attorney Galveston, Texas

"This tape is an excellent tool to be used in preparing clients and witnesses for trial. Through the use
of this tape, your client will be well prepared for cross-examination. This tape will save considerable trial
preparation time and produce better results than the traditional trial preparation method."
Douglas W. Skemp -

-

President of Dallas Criminal Defense Lawyers Associatioit

To order your copy/copies of "Understanding a DWI Trial" and to receive your professional
$150 (after professional
discount, please send your check or money order for
discount] for each tape plus $9.95 for shipping/handling (2nd day air)to:
CHB Productions 2808 McKinney Ave. Suite 845 Dallas, Texas 75204 214/999-5107
Please include shipping information.
UNIII-:I<STANDINGA D\VlIlllAL is n pmduct of CHIS Produclions and may not he dopllmtcd will~outwri1tt.11consent fmm CllU koductions.
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(Editor's Note: This month's President's Column consists of a letter Pres. Wischkaemper sent to Victor
Rodriguez, Chairman of the Texas Board of P d n s and
Pnroles. This letter resultedfrom an invitation to TCDLA
members William Hnbern and Gary Cohen to address the
Board on the problems discussed. A report of that presentation is included in this issue, under the title "A Defense
Lawyer's Perspective of Constitutional Due Process
Problems in the Parole Revocation Process.")
December 11,1995
Mr. Victor R&guez, Chaim~an
Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles
P. 0.Box 13401
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Mr. Rodriguez:
Thank you for giving the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
(TCDLA) an oppoltunity to express its
coneem with pmhlen~sexisting with the
palole system. I would like to expound on
some problems I encountered with the
palole system, as well as some concerns
discussed with me by members o f
TCDLA. These concerns fall into three
basic categories:
1. Lack of twining for the hearing officers;
VOICE VOLUME 25 NUMBER I JANUARYEEBRUARY 96

2. Lack of impartiality by the hearing
officers;

3. Due process in general.
It has been my expe~iencethat the hearing afticers have absolutely no training in
administrative evidence 01 plocedure.
When we talk of legal issues sucll as subterfuge stop, inventory search and eonfessions, to name a few, the heiuing ofticcrs
have absolutely no idea what we am talking about. These and other mattes certainly come within the limited constitutional
rights whichtheparolee has.
It has bseu my expe~ie~~ce
in the past Lwenty-three yesls thatthe h e ~ d~k egm iuenot
imprutial. It has beenmy sense that they perceive their job is to do whatwer they have to
do to levoke the parole of the parolee. If this

a

means steppiilgon the toss of the consti[ution
afew times, so be i t I have never seen a hearing officer appear to be bothered by this.
This leds to my thild concern which is
the application of the due process procedures afforded to the paolee under your
rules and regulations. My experience is that
there is absolutely no due pimess in these
hearings. Many experienced altomeys quit
handling parole hea~ingsfor this reason.
The attorneys prepare and present the cases
based on the rules of proeedme and evidence which are not followcd by the hearing
officers. It is the peiception among these
experienced attorneys that since these rules
and procedures iue not followed, the parolee
mrght well represent herlhimself as the
results are the same.
Another siguificant concern is that the
parole boiud refuses to cooperate with the
o t k law e~~forcement
agencies involved. I
have had experiencm over the past few years
where the judge agrccs where this person
should go, theprobation o f k e r a g ~ w
where
this person should go, the district attorney
agrees whe~r:
this ~CISOII should go, the sheriffs office agrees whae this pelson should
go, but the p m l e boaxi shows no flexibility
aid, thus, llixes the r~onunendationsof all
others i~lvolvcd. Two examples I was personally involved with are:
1. The defendant was charged with a new
violation. The judge, district attorney,
and the ctiminal defense attorney agreed

I

I

Editor-in-Chief Comment I

Tool
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he tmerity of Clay &omad's ~butfalto my editorial on Johnay Cochran's jury "nnllification argument'' in; the OJ trial is exceded only by its imightfdnw. We need more of thi%type of comment. In fa@
mn you remab[:raq rejoinder to an article m c o m m t in
Ehe %ce? I can", and I loved Clay's rejohder. I wmt to
andpe it ilnd beg all of yau for more.

First, a little about Eatty. He's oar
resea13:h as&&tdimr at TGDLA and
he was a student of mfne at the
Criminal D&n$e Clinic at The
University of Texas Law School.
@lay, great ruuf insightful articke, but
don't get the'"swellhead" 9.It takes
a a l e to became a eial kwp@ Re
dam aayuliwj dllgt nee& to be done at
the ham8 office, and was critical to
John, Keith Rampton end David
BoSfhtd in thelast t~islativeesession
T h w are tm poi* that sbould be
raade a&ut Clay's comnt. Fir&* hs is
right On h& iIT%il@$of &$ ~uwteati% It definitely hag its pfmAa d in Fact
is newmy andmatedin Ameriean bistoty. S e e d , tkihia
corn&-pw
dial~w
is a ~ u r i f tlearnin$
l
&vice.
%-read these two short ecmmenB md

'm

ate bad policing. On the other hand+in
m a q wa,yau will want to take the
pasitl~nI ipdvoc'eted in my e d i t o r i k
pme4ntotial plea to the jUry to mppsrl
your leoal p a b ig, in c&swe,a call for
nunlRCaticjn because it inviPes j m a ta
dm& the caw oa bkmtissues.
But tirking both ~kImof the argument
necessarib raises ethical quesrians.
Well, there isno &b$oIute&ioal aswer
to w m e r or not you ean, or &odd, use
a "suppaif yam lac&law enfwqmf'
aqument in my partieularcmz I& not
agree with the w m t s Bf It&
ethics. Rather, I have always m0wght
legal ethics aTe sityationa1. Thus*yon
dpeidein your a m case wh@w you can
andfor should m& a "nultification"
arpmmt. OIE thing is for we,
wh&r
you loved QX hated Cochrm's call to
a- in the Sirnpson
Pie o M y pnt
tfreissuoondretabIesawcall could&cuss it anew. It would nmer have seen
the light af dzq if juat a n o b r ~ u t a
had mged a jury to snpprt the pelice.
But %%hen
tke defdme does it, wffill, drat%
anether story arrd samehbvr the *6thidsN
sf the sitnation enters t h e m v ~ i o n .
Thanks to efay Conrad fat. rwwecting a gwat way af Icarnin~,let's have
mmofit
(33ditar'S amrfagm Tmi&fy*Me? CSC)
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n 4 January this year the Texas Public
Policy Foundation (TPPF), in the person
of self-styled expert in "Crime and Law"
Don R. Willett, released a fifty-page "study" containing the captioned statement. The ostensible
purpose of the press conference was to urge the
abolishment of the Court of Criminal Appeals,
and to assign its jurisdiction to the Texas Supreme
Court. Also present at the press conference were
former Chief Justice Joe Greenhill and Senator
Buster Brown of Lake Jackson.
(The current Chief Justice, Tom
Phillips, was not there, and former
Justice Oleenhill was quick to distance
himself from Messrs. Brown and
Willett by stating to the press that his
purpose diffemnt from theirs, as his
was to urge judicial efficiency and
more effective administration of justice.) Mr. Willett appears too guileless
and ingenugus to be a conspirator or
danger to the republic (in fact, it is he
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who warns of the dangers of violent
youth in the coming century).
However, with the presence of Senator
Brown at Mr. Willett's side, a clwe
observer of press conferences such as
this one and the Texas Legislature
might come to the conclusion that the
urging of court mergers, the citing of
cases reve~sedby the CCA (all with
admittedly bad facts and sympathetic
victims), and the lamentations over

@

CCA's frequent use of "technicalities"
to reverse those cases could only be a
stalking horse. for a refiling of Senator
Brown's S.B. 280. Readers of this column will recall that S.B. 280 was in
response to the reversal of Rodriguez v.
State No. 71,723 (unpublished opinion,
I993), the Harris County jury shuffle
case. Rodriguez followed precedent
which had been set at the state's urging
as limiting jury shuffles to one and no
more. Senator Brown's proposed 'fix"
of the CCA's reversal in Rorfrigtrez is tn
do away with all appeals not of constitutional dimension. (If jury shuffles are
so distasteful why not repeal or amend
Ch. 35.11, C.C.P.?)
This displeasure with the CCA is not
new, and many court observers can find
reason to find fault with the Court's
decisions, but the facts just do not support Mr. Willett's overkill. In 1994 the
last year for which data is available the
state obtained 438,376 misdemeanor
and felony convictions, which does not
include 96,007 deferred adjudications.
Of this more than a half million successful state prosecutions, 374 or less
were reversed in favor of the defendant.
(Since the state has a right to appeal
collateral issues, it is uncertain how
many of the 374 reversals were in favor

of the defendant.) This is less than one ual liberties is the U S . Constitution
in one tl~orrsni~d
(or ,053 per cent) of all and the upper limits are set by State
convictious, and, according to CCA constitutions. If we, the only formerly
staff, of the cases actually appealed or independent republic in the union,
PDRs submitted to the CCA, less than must conform lock-step with t h e
ten percent wel-ereversed in favor of the Washington court, then why do we
defendant. Mr. Willett said at his Dress have separate state constitutions at all?
conference that the figures were skewed Are those nine old men aud women in
because they include arryrrblislied opin- Washington infallible, Mr. Willett?
ions rather than published ones!
My last example of Mr. Willett's
Mr. Willett's academic credentials total misconception is his distortion of
are impressive - undergl-aduate degree other groups' positions on merger of
from Baylor, graduate degrees from the Texas Supremes and the CCA. He
Duke, including a JD. What is not so is apparently unaware that the Texas
impressive is when Mr. Willett District and County Attorneys
acquired his letters (1992), and some Association opl~osedmerger of the
of his words and deeds,since gradoat- courts i n the 1970's, and that this
ing with honors from the aforemen- association has no position on merger,
tioned respected institutions. He coo- but would probably not oppose a fairly
tinues to cite CCA decisions that are designed court merger that maintained
older than he is, and are no longer a sufficient number competent judges
good law, much hyperbole, and ques- or justices (and staff) to haudle the
tionable information i n the T P P F case load. Mr. Willett asserts,"Of
study, Jaris-Iinprtrdence: Law nrrd course, criminal defense lawyers and
D i s o r d e r rrt the Texas Court of the ACLU crowd think it (merger of
Crinrinal Al~yen/s,which was included the high courts) is a terrible idea.... "
in Mr. Willett's press packet. (One can Mr. Willett did not interview this
only speculate as to whether Mr. writer, nor my counterpart a t the
Willett missed his legal research class TDCAA, Tom Krampitz, on this issue.
on the day Shephardizing was dis- To use Krampitz's phrase, he and the
cussed; many of the "horror stories" he TPPF "failed to ruu their traps" before
relates involve decisions since over- the January 4 press conference. In
ruled either by the court he condemns other words, despite learning how to
or by legislative action.)
study at Baylor and Duke, and (supMr. Willett also makes some blanket posedly) how to research clerking for
statements about the CCA, the defense the late Judge Jerre Williams, Mr.
bar, and the criminal justice' system Willett doesn't do his homework. His
that will not stand up to 11a1-dscrutinity. knowledge of Texas criminal justice
The distortions and self-inflicted mis- system is, as was once said of the
understandings in his study are too Platte River, "...a mile wide and an
nu~nerousto recount bere, but a few inch deep;" or like Liza Doolittle's
follow: He calls the Texas judicial sys- conm~andof the English language in
tem "Yogi Berra- designed." Yogi Shaw's P ~ m a l i o n .based on a crash
Berra was a master of tangled syntax, . course, not a long term study of the
like other notables, such as Samuel subject. Unfortunately for Mr. Willett
Goldwyn and Casey Stengel, but he aud tilose who are exposed to his
was a winning manager and one of sometimes overstated and frequently
baseball's greatest catchers. It was be uninformed rhetoric, there is no Dr.
who said, "It was dejn I W all over Henry Higgins to guide him in his puragain," and "When you come to a fork suit of the perfect criminal justice sysin the road, take it." Maybe Mr. tem - i.e., merger of Texas' high
Willett will end up with quotes in courts. His lack of sophistication and
Bartlett's Familiar Ouotations. as Yogi understanding of how criminal cases
Berra did, but 1 doubt it. I think he are viewed by the criminal law bar is
really meant Yogi Bear; the TV car- demonstrated by his quoting former
toon character. He rails against Texas'
Dallas D.A., Henry Wade, who said
new federalism, especially Heitmurr, "We convict 'em on the front page;
8 3 6 S.W.2d 8 4 0 (Tex.Crim.App. they reverse 'em on the hack." Mr.
19911, apparently rejecting the long- Willett claims this means the CCA has
accepted tenet that the floor of individ- a pro-defendant tilt, not what Lawyer

Wade really meant - he did not care a
whit ahont cases that his office won
being reversed, because the wins were
prominently reported, and the reversals were buried in media reporting.
(To be fair, this does support Willett's
contention that the CCA does not get
very inuch media attention, but Wade
was responding to frequent complaints
that his D.A.s had a high record of
reversals - most of which occurred
before the Courts of Civil Appeals
acquired jurisdiction over criminal
.
cases in 1981.)
I11 fact, Henry Wade's quote shows
the strongest argument agninst Mr.
Willett's proposal. As Robelt Elder Jr.
wrote in the Jannary 15, 1996 Texas
Lnwye~-:"Willett ignores the obvious
contradiction he raises: if the court is so
anonymous and its judges so obscure,
how can it have such tremendous
impact on the social fabric in Texas?"
(Robert Elder Jr., Cranky Report Fogs
Good Idea: Co~irbincthe State High
Courts, Tex.Law., Jan. 15, 1996 at 5.)
Despite Mr. Willett's claim that a
"pro-defendant" lobby exists, this organization's stated, and acted on, pwpose
is, "To protect and insure by rule of law
those individual rights guaranteed by
the Texas and Federal Constitutions in
criminal cases. . . ;" it is OK to punish
the guilty following a fair trial, but a
just society will protect the pmced~rrrrl
as well as the substantive rights of the
citizen accused. That is what appellate
courts are designed to do.
Mr. WiUett makes an obviously heartfelt plea for law enforcement based on
the danger to our society from violent
juvenile crime and calls attention to the
demographics in predicting incl-eased
youth crime in the early 2,000's. His
solution is to abolish the CCA. He
misses the I-ealproblem. The solntion is
not in doing away with the CCA, but in
creating seriously funded youth programs, pre-schools and schools that
work, and the one thing about which
Mr. Willett and I might agree if he bothered to think about it, swift cerlain punishment for first time juvenile offenders
in ovder to get their attention before
they ever get in the adult system and
their cases come before Mr. Willett's
"corrosive institution," the Court of
Criminal Appeals.
Every member get a member. And
vote. Semper fi. *
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Historical Analysis of
Double Jeopardy-Forfeiture ~ r ~ u r n e n t :

Excerpt of Brief in
Ex Parte Fant and
Ex Parte Johnson
Editor's Note:

T

he issue of civil penalties and
double jeopardy has been in
the news a lot lately. Three
recent United States Supseme Court
opinions, United States v. Halper,'
Austin v. United Sfntes,' and
Deparfn~enfof Revertzre of Montana
v. KtrrtA ~nnclr,3have been the genesis of this recent attention. The issue,
however, is not new. In fact, over the
last hundred or so years, the Supreme
Court has from time to time considered the double jeopardy ramifications of civilly-imposed sanctions.
The issue of whether a forfeiture is
punishment for purposes of double
jeopardy is currently b e f o ~the Court
of Criminal Appeals in Ex Par-te
KelzrlnlE Jo/irzson4 and Ex Pnrte
Drrnny F ~ r r tcombined
,~
for review.
What follows is an excerpt from the
Appellant's Brief currently before the
court. The authors of this excerpt
represent both Fant and Johnson
before the court. Most prosecutors
can be heard to moan about the
"new" and "radical" notion that taking someone's property can actually
be punishment. Put in the context of
this historical backdrop, however, the
principles of Halper, Austin and
Kurt11 Rarrch do not seem nearly so
extreme.
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I. The Last 100 Years
A little over a century ago in Coffey v.
United States: the Cou~theld that a persoir's
acquittal of criminal charges of removing
and concealing distilled spirits with intent to
defraud the govermnent b a n d a subsequent
in rem forfeiture action against the property?
The Comt's opinion was cleaily mole conceined with substmce, i.e., the imposition of
a penalty after an acquittal, than with form,
i.e., civil vs. criminal or remedial vs. punitive. 111the Cou~t'swords: 1.
There could be no new trial of the eriinin d prosecution after an acquittal on it; and
Troy MtKinney
a subsequent trial of the civil suit amounts
to substantially the same thing, with a difAnd Tom Moron
ference only in the consequences following
a judgment adverse to the claima~it.~
In Stone v. Ufiited States? the Cout held that a peron's acquittal on charges
of illegally iemoving timber from federal lands did not bar the government's
civil action to recover the value of the timber rem~ved.'~The Cout distinguished Coffey on the basis that in Stone the government was merely attempting
to recover the value of the property taken from it and was not trying to forfeit
anylhing. In the words of the Court "[tlhis is not a suit to recover a penalty, to
impose a punishment, or to declare a forfeiture."" The Court additionally distinguished Coffey on the basis that the criminal action had required in$ent and the
civil conversion action did not, thus making the result of the c~iininalaction not
di~positive.'~
In Mrophy 11. United Sfa~es,'~
the Court held that an acquittal for maintailling a
nuisance under the National Prohibition Act did not bar a subsequent action for
injonction against the nuisance. The Court reached its holding on the hasis that
the injunction provided by statute was not punishment and did not therefore violate double jeopardy because the conduct to he enjoined violated the statute even
if it was not a criminal violation.'~heCourt held in Waferlao Disfilting C O I .IS.
United States" that forfeiture of a distilling plant was uot barred by the prior
cotiviction of the owners for violating the laws relating to taxation of distilled
spirits for beverage use.'6 The Coult's holding, however, was based mclusi~~ely
ou the idea that the f o r f e i ! ~was in re~nrather than against the ownels as had
been the crinrinal action.I7 Thus, the owners were not again being placed in
jeopardy because the defendant in the forfeiture action was the property.'s

Importantly, and contrary to the State's suggestions, nothing in Waterloo Distillir~gholds that fo~feitumare not punishment. Indeed, the Cou~tseemed to at least assume that the
forfeiture was punishment, but that it was being levied against
the PI-opel-tyand not any individual. As will become importaut in the discussion below, note that the forfeiture statute at
issue in Waterloo Distilling did not provide any kind of innocent owner defense.
, ~ ~Court held that a civil
In United States e. La ~ r a n c n the
action to recover "taxes" iu~dei-the Willis-Campbell Act
(relating to Prohibition) was in fact a sanction that was punitive in character?' Thus, imposition and collection of the tax
was barred by the prior convictiou of the defendants for the
commission of the same offense?' In reaching its decision the Court reiected the
Government's form-over-substance argument that jeopardy was not implicated
because the oroceedine to levv the tax did
not constitute a "p~osecution."~'
o n the other hand. in Helvering v.
the Court held that double jeopardy did not prevent the imposition of a 50
percent *be1ia1ty~~
for wilfnlb evading taxes,
even though the taxpayer had been acquitted
in a previous criminal proceeding for the
same conduct. The Court's reasoning was
that the tax penalty was remedial; merely an
additional tax necessary to enforce collection
of the primary tax and to compensate the
government for the additional costs occasioned by the evasion of the tax." The Court
further based its decision on an examination
of the statute which contaiued criminal sanclions under a label "Penalties" and the tax
oenaltv under a label "Additious to the tax."
In this context the Court believed that "Additions to the tax"
were intended as incident to the assessment and collection of
the tax.25
The Helvering Court's primary focus was determining
whether the sanction at issue was remedial, aud therefore permissible, or punitive, and therefore barred by double jeopa r d ~ ?However,
~
the only direct guidance the Court gave in
settiug any standard for dctennining the difference between
"remedial" and "punitive" was in its conclusion that the
answer to the question was governed by "statutory construction" of the sanction at issue?'
The difference between Lu Frnnca and Helvering appears
to he one of design and intent. In Lo Franca the tax was
designed aud intended to be a penalty, i.e. a pimishmeut,
whereas in Helverirrg, the "penalty" was designed and intended only to be a I-ough measure of reimbursement occasioned
by the fi-aud. Of equal importance, in Ln Franca, the tax was
only assessable on criminal conduct, whei-eas in Helverirrg,
the penalty was assessable regardless of whether the conduct
constituted a crime. Inlportantly, fo~feituresare dependant on
the relationship to crime, as in La Frarrca.
A Helvering-type analysis was also employed in United
Slates ex re1 Marcus v. Hess," whel-e a fraud statute allowing
The Court's finddouble damages was held to be ~emedial?~
ing the double damages penalty remedial rather than punitive

-

turned in part on the nature of the civil qsi tarn action, which
provided that one-half of the recovery would go to the person
bringing the action and one-half would go to the government.
I11 this context, the measure of damages was designed to make
the government wh0le.3~ This formulation would later, in
U ~ ~ i tStates
ed
v. ~ a / ~ ~ e rbe
; " characte~izedas "rough justice."
In Rex Trailer Co. v. United S t ~ f e sthe
, ~ ~Court held that
vaiious fixed penalty and liquidated damage PI-ovisionsof the
Surplus Prope~tyAct of 1944 constituted solely remedial
sanctions because "each was of the same nature and designed
to serve the same purpose" of making the govelnment whole
~ large part, the decision in Rer T~niler,was
for its l o ~ s e s ?In
identical to the decision in Hess."
I11 United Sfates v. United States Coin arid
~zrrrency,)~
the Court held that a gambling
forfeiture aiising from the use of the property
in illegal gambling constituted punishment
for pur-poses of the Fifth Amendment Self
Incrimination lau use.^ The Court expressly
rejected the government's argument that
since the forfeiture was a civil proceeding it
did not constitute punishment?' The Court
attempt to disalso rejected the gove~nn~ent's
tinguish the forfeiture on the basis that it was
in rem and not in persor~an~?xUltimately,
however, the Court found that the statute, in
substance, was concerned with the owner's
guilt since it contained an innocent owner
defense and that a forfeiture directly related
to criminal conduct or the innocence thereof,
constituted punishment for purposes of the
Fifth A~nendment.~~
11
In One Lot Emerald Cut Stones a ~ l dOne
Riirg I,. United ~tates," the Court held that a
customs forfeiture of undeclared jewelry was
not barred by the double jeopardy clause even though the
owner of the jewelry had been acquitted of the substantive
crimiual offense.'" The Court reasoned that Congress sought
to and did establish both civil and criminal sanctions for violating customs laws. Because Congl-ess had clearly separated
the sanctions into civil and criminal, i.e., punitive and remedial, the Court declined any invitation to meddle."' The Court
did suggest, however, that a facially civil and remedial sanction could he in substance a criminal penalty if it was unreasonable or- exces~ive."~The Court, as it had in Helverisg,
concluded that "[tlhe question of whether a given statute is
civil or criminal is one of statutory constr~ction."'~
The holdings in United States Coin and C ~ ~ r r e r ~
and
c y One
Lot Enrerald Cut Stones aue entirely consistent. In the former,
the forfeiture could only occur if the property and the property owner were involved in criminal conduct, whereas in the
latter, the forfeiture could occur regaidless of the presence or
absence of criminal c~nduct.'~Additionally, in the former,
there was no remedial purpose, whereas in the latter, the
statute had a legitimate remedial purpose unrelated to any
intent to punish.
Finally, i n United States 17. One Assortnrent of 89
~irearnls,"~
the Court was faced with a forfeiture of fivearms
following their owner's acquittal on criminal charges of
knowingly engaging in the business of dealing in firearms

"[tlhe question

of whether a

given statute is

civil or criminal is
one of statutory

construction.

(b
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without a license." The Coua ultimately turned to the statu- cannot fairly be said solely to serve a remedial purpose, but
rather can only be explained as also serving retributive or
t o ~ yintqetation issue, framing it thusly:
Our inquiry in this regard has traditionally proceeded on deterrent purposes, i s punishment, as we have come to undertwo levels. First, we have set out to determine whether stand that term.""
Importantly, the Halper Court did not find that the statute
Congress, in establishing the penalizing mechanism, indicated
either expressly or impliedly apreference for one label or the was designed to be punishment, only that it constituted punother. Second, where Congress has indicated an intention to ishment in that particular case. The Cou~tfound the applicaestablish a civil penalty, we have inquired further whether the tion of the False Claims Act to Halper constituted multiple
statutory scheme was so punitive either in purpose or effect as punishment, at least insofar as the entire amount allowed by
statute was conce~ned. In this regard, the Cou~tdescribed its
to negate that intention!'
Congress, the Court concluded, intended the forfeiture holding as representing the "rare case."
provisions of the firearms licensing.laws to be ~emedial?~ The State's and Courts of Appeals' reliance on the "rare
The Court based its decision on three factors. First, case" language is misplaced to the extent that it is applied to
Congress had labeled the remedy as civil. Second, the determine whether the statute is punitive in design. The
sweep of the forfeiture statute was broader than the sweep Supreme Court in Halper did not hold tbat it would be a rare
of the similar criminal provisions. Third, and most impor- case when a statute was punitive in design. Rather, the Court
tantly, the Court found that there was a distinctly remedial held only that it would be a rare case when a statute remedial
in design had an effect that was punitive to the extent tbat it
purpose and design to the statute."
In enacting the statute, the Court observed, Cong~esshad implicated double jeopardy and other constitutional concerns.
Coming much closer to a statute punitive in design, howevsought to stem the flow of firearms trafficking in general and
in pa~ticularto those whose possession was contrary to the er, is forfeiture. In fact, any doubt about a fo~feitureconstipublic interest?' In doing so,Congress p~~omulgated
liceusing tuting punishment was swept away by the Supreme Court in
and other regulatory restrictions. Thus, the forfeiture statute Austin v. United state^?^ 111Azrsfin the Cou~texpressly held
was remedial because it sought to furtlier the remedial aim of that forfeitures constituted punishment for pinposes of the
Eighth Amendment's Excessive Fines C l a ~ s e . ~
keeping fi~zarmsout of the hands of unliceused dealers.
The Coult examined the history of forfeitures and deterAs in the case of the customs regulations in One Lot E m l d
Cut Stones, to return the seized weapons to an unlicensed mined that, at least where the property was not per se unlawdealer wocrld fiustrate the goals of the statute by placing the ful to possess, forfeitures were historically intended as punishment?' The Court also specifically and expressly rejected
weapons back in their illegal pre-seizure environment.
Citing United States v. Ward?' the Court continued its the notion that Halper's "lough justice" formula we applicaanalysis to see if the purpose of effect of the statute was so ble because forfeitures, unlike penalty statutes, bear no prede
punitive so as to negate Congress' express intent." Although termined or rational relationship to the damages snffered by
Additionally, and more impoifantly, note
the Cou~tfound that in this case it did not, it would later reach the gover~nent.6~
that unlike the case in Halper, the Court did not view the forthe opposite conclusion in UnifedSfntesa HrrIpe~..~
feiture statutes as fixed penalty statutes designed to serve
remedial goals but causing oecirsional punitive effects.
2. Halper, Austin, and Kurth Ranch
t
were
Halper, a medical service manager, was convicted on 65 Rather, forfeiture statutes, the C o u ~ detern~ined,
counts of violating the false claims statute and 16 counts of designed to he punitive.=
The clear distinction between Halper and Austin is the
mail fraud. In all, the underlying acts resulted in the United
States being ovacharged $585.00. Halper was sentenced to intent of the legislative body that cleated the statutory remedy. In Hniper, the remedy was a legislatively predetermined
two years impriswmnent and was fined $5,000.
Following his conviction, the government brought a civil and fixed sum that was remedial in design aud only occasionactiou under the False Claims Act. In all, the government ally punitive'in effect. In contrast, Atrstin's remedy was not
sought over $130,000 in civil fines against Halper. The trial fixed, was not legislatively predetermined in sum, and was of
court, believing that such a la~.gefine would violate double a type that was historically intended to be punitive. In
jeopardy, ~mposeda fine of $16,000, which was the amount Deparlntent of Revenue of Montruw 11. Kurth Ranclz," the
that it estimated would compensate the govemment for its loss Court would get an opportunity to examine yet another legand costs of investigation. After reconsidaing the matter, the islatively created temedy in a search for the intent behind it.
In Kurth Ruach, the Court was presented the question of
court reduced its award to the government to $1,170 plus the
costs of the civil action. In leaching its result, the court found whether a sfate drug tax could violate the Double Jeopardy
that the $2,000 per item civil fiue was unconstitutioual." The Clause's ptohibition against multiple punishments?s In its
opinion, the Court began by noting that the decision in Halper
govemment took a direct appeal to the Supreme Court.
The Court began its analysis by reviewing its decisions in did not control the "different question of whether Montana's
Helvering, Hess, and Rex Trailer, and noted that the civil tax should he characterized as punishment," and began its subfines imposed in those cases did not violate the Double stantive analysis with the acknowledgemeut that criminal fines,
Jeopardy Clause because they were designed, intended, and civil penalties, forfeitures and taxes are "subject to constitutiond i d roughly approximate the government's loss and al constraints."~After further considering the general nature of
expenses." After concluding that the form of the action or the coustitutional const~aints,the Court nmowed its inqui~yto
the label placed on it was substantially irrelevant to the only asking "whethe1 the tax has punitive chamcteristics that
inquiry," the Court unanimously held: "[A] civil sanction that subject it to constraints of the Double Jeopardy Clause.""
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The Court examined the Montana tax statute's characteristics as compared to a traditional pure revenue genelating
tax and concluded, quite easily, that the tax was and intended to he punitive in character and effect6' Importantly, the
Kurth Ranch Court determined, as the Austin Court had
determined before it, that the amount of the drug tax remedy was completely independent of any damages the State
may have suffered, if any.69 Not surprisingly, the Court's
analysis led it to the conclusion that the drug tax was "the
functional equivalent of a successive criminal prosecution
that placed the Kurth's in jeopardy a second time 'for the
same offen~e.""~
It is also noteworthy that the Coutt reached its conclusion
despite the purpose to which Montana planned to put the revenue from the tax. Montana's drug tax statute "dkected the
state treasurer to allocate the tax proceeds to special funds to
support 'youth evaluation' and 'chemical abuse' program
and 'to enfalee the drug laws."'"

ond t~ialof the same offense even though it would be on a
lessened burden of proof. In any event, the burden of
proof issue is relevant only to application of collateral
estoppel or res judicata and not double jeopardy. Largely
because of the rather imprecise application collateral
estoppel and res ju cata in CofJey and because of an
evolving understanding of collateral estoppel and res judicata, the holding in Coffey has been criticized as legally
unsound and distinguished on questionable premises. See
generally United States v. One Assortment of 8 9
Firearms, 465 US. 354 (1984); Helvering v. Mitchell, 303
US.391 (1938); Murphy v. United States, 272 US. 630
(1926); Stone v. United States, 167 U.S. 178 (1897).
9. 167 U.S. 178 (1897).
10. Id. at 186-87.
11. Id. at 187.
12. Id. at 188. In Cofley, the identical statute provided for
both the criminal offense and the forfeiture. Thus, there
was no distinction in substance between the criminal pros3. Conclusion
ecution and the civil in rem forfeiture.
Viewed in the context of over LOO y e a of Sup~emeCourt 13.272 US. 630 (1926).
decisions, Halpr, Austilt, and Kurt11 Ranch, broke little new 14. Id. at 632.
ground. All that the Supreme Court did in each of the cases 15. 282 U.S. 577 (1931).
was apply long standing rules and principles to new factual 16. Id. at 581.
situations.
17. Id. at 580-81. The Court recognized that at common law
the ability to forfeit was dependant on conviction of the
After reviewing the history of the law in this area, it is
owner of the property unless some statute created a right
somewhat surprislng that Harper, Austin, and Kurth Ranch,
to fo~feitin rent against the property. Id. at 580. This disare seen as some kiud of new or emerging constitutional
precedent. It is equally surprising, in light of the history of
tinction is largely meaningless today since the Texas forthe law, that the Texas forfeiture has not been seriously chalfeiture statute not only contains an innocent owner
defense but also requires that all ownels and possessors be
lenged in this context before now.
The lessons from all of the foregoing cases is that the fitst
made palties to the action. Additionally, the Texas forfeiinquiry is whether the statute is punitive or remedial in design
t n i statute
~
provides presumptions related to the effect of
. an acquittal or dismissal of crim~nalcha~gesagainst the
and intent. Only if the statute is remedial, is it then necessary
to consider whether the effect is such that the statute nonetheowner. Finally, Hnlper, Austin, and Ktrrth Ranch, all
rejected the notion that the form or label of the action, i.e.,
less constitutes punishment. Specifically with respect to forfeiture, and consistent with the above analytical framework,
civil or criminal, in rern or in persormrn, was of any conthe Supreme Court has found forfeiture statutes to be remedial
stitutional significance. Instead the Court directed that the
only when the property to be forfeited was the agent of the
substance of the statute be examined.
criminal activity: i.e., custo~nslaws and gun control laws. In 18. Id. at 581.
all instances in which the forfeiture has been of money, cals, 19.282U.S. 568 (1931).
or &he1 ploperty not forming the basis for the criminal con- 20. Id. at 574. This case was decided the same day as and
duct, the Cout has found that forfeitures are punitive.
distinguished in Watetloo Distilling.
21. Id.at 575.
22. Id. ("The government contends that the word i"'prosecuI. 490 US. 435 (1989).
2. 113 S. Ct. 2801 (1993).
tion"] implies a criminal proceeding and cannot be
3. 114s. Ct. 1937 (1994).
extended to include a civil action. But an action to recov4. (Tex. Cr. App, No. 0865-94).
er a penalty for an act declared to be a crime is, in its
nature, a punitive proceeding, although it takes the form
5. (Tex. Cr. App., No. 1047-94).
6. I16 US. 436 (1886).
of a civil action; and the word prosecution is not inapt to
7. Id. at 443.
describe such an action."). See also United States v.
8. Id. The Gout in Coffey was careful to point out that there
Chouteau, 102 US. 603 (1880).
might have been a diffe~eut~esultif the criminal statute 23.303 U.S. 391 (1938).
had requi~edproof of an element not requtred in the civil 24. Id. at 401. ("They [the tax penalties] are provided priaction. In such a circumstance the acquittal may have
malily as a safeguard for the protection of the revenue
been upon an issue that would not have been relitigated in
and to reimburse the Government for the heavy
the civil action. The Court also rejected the claim that the
expense of investigation and the loss ~xsultingfrom the
different burdens of p~oofmade a difference on the basis
taxpayer's fraud.").
that the secoud proceeding was in substance identical, 25. Id. at 405.
even though labeled civil, and would thus constitute a sec- 26. Id. at 399.
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27. Id. The Caurt recognized that there can be various types
of remedial sanctions. For example, revocation of a privilege voluntarily granted such as deportation of aliens and
disbarment although clearly sanctions are remedial. In
this context, the Court said, "Forfeiture of goods or their
value and the payment of fixed or variable sums of money
are other sa~ictionswhich have been recognized as
enforceable by civil proceediugs since the original revenue law of 1789." Id. at 399- 400. The automatic remedial nature of the "forfeiture" and "fixed sums" sanctions
listed in Hehering was subsequently disavowed in Austin
v. United States, 113 S. Ct. 2801 (1993) and United States
v. Halper, 490 U.S. 435 (1989), respectively.
28. 317 US. 537 (1943).
29. Id. at 548-549 ("I&
Helvering v. Mitchell, . . . [we] .
emphasized the' line between civil, remedial actions
broqbt primarily to protect the government from financial loss and actions intended to authorize criminal punishment to vindicate public justice, Only the latter subject
the defendant to '3eopardy" within the constitutional
meaning.").
30. Id. at 549.
31. 490 U.S. 435 (1989).
32.350 U.S. 148 (1956).
33. Id. at 151-52,
34. Note also tbat Hupler would limit both'Rer. Trailer and
Hess to their facts. 490 U.S. at 446.
35.401 U.S. 715 (1971).
36. Id. at 721-22.
37. Id. at 718. The Courtreasoned:

50. Id. at 363-64.
51. Id.
52.448 U.S. 242,248 (1980).
53.89 Firearms, 465 US. at 365.
54.490 US. 435 (1989).
55. Id. at 438-40.
56. Id. at 441-46 ('The relevant teaching of these cases is tbat
the Government is entitled to rough remedial justice, tbat
is, it may demand compensation according to somewhat
imprecise formulas ... without being deemed to have
imposed a second punishment for the purpose of double
jeopardy analysis. These c a w do not tell us, because the
p~oblemwas not plesented in them, what the Constitution
demands when one of those imprecise forn~ulasmthorizes
a supposedly remedial sanction that does not remotely
approximate the Governmeut's damages and actual costs,
and rough justice becomes clear injustice. That such a Circumstance might aiise appears to be anticipated not only
in Mitchell, as noled above, but also in the explicitly casespecific holdings of Hess and Rex Trailer.").
57. Significantly, the Court's rejection of the importance of
the civillc~iminaldistinction is a rejection of the fust stage
of the One Asmrlmeni of 89 Firearms inquiry. Whatever
validity the labels may have once had, they are now of no
importance in the constitutional inquuy.
58. Id. at 448.
59. 113 5.62801 (1993).
60. Id. at 2806.
61. Id. at 2806-12. The Court held that forfeiturn of dangerous or illegal items to remove them from society may be
remedial but that forfeiture of automobiles is punitive. Id.
Ftom the relevant constitulional standpoint there is no difat 2811; see also One 1958 Plymouth Sedan v.
ference between a man who "forfeits" $8,674 bRcalrse he
Pennsylvzu~ia,380 US. 693 (1965) (There is nothing even
has used the money in illegal gambliug activities and a
remotely criminal in possessing an automobile.).
man who pays a "criminal tine" of $8,674 as a result of
Conceptually, possession of money is identical in tbat the
the same course of condi~ct.In bolh instances, money liapossession of cash is not per se illegal.
bility is predicated upon a finding of the owner's wrong- 62.1d. at 2811-12.
ful conduct; in both cases, the Fifth Amendment applies 63. Id. The Court remanded Austin for the Court of Appeals
with equal force.
to coltduct a p~vportionalityreview of the forfeiture. Id. at
38. Id. at 721.
2812. The propo~tioaalityreview required on remand by
39. Id. at 721-22.
Austin was an Eighth Amendment review and not the kind
40.409 US. 232 (1972).
of cast vs. damages ieview required by Hulper.
41. Id. at 23-36.
64. 114 S. Ct. 1937 (1994).
42. Id. at 236-37.
65. Id. at 1944.
43. Id. at 237.
66. Id. at 194445. Later in its opinion, the C w t specifically
44. Id.
held that Halper's "method of determining whether the
45. Id. at 236 n.6. ("A forfeiture [in this case] results from the
exaction was remedial or punitive 'simply does not work
act of importation without following customs procedures;
in the case of a tax statote."'Id. at 1948.
no c~iminaloffense, much less a c~iminalconviction, is 67. Id. at 1945.
required.").
68. Id. at 1947-48.
46.465 U.S. 354 (1984).
69. Id. at 1948 ("[Tlhe fo~mulaby which Montaila computed
47. Id. at 356-57.
the tax assessment would have been the same regardless
48. Id. at 362-63 (quoting United States v. Ward, 448 US.
of the amount of the State's damages and indeed, regard242, 248 (1980)). Note tbaf the C o u ~ t ,relying on
less of whetherit suffered any harm at all.").
Hehwing and One Lot En~eraldCnt Stones, exprccsly 70. Id.
disapproved its prior holding in Coffq with respect to res 71. Id. at 1941. The uses of the proceeds are remarkably simjudicata. Id. at 361. The Court also expressly lejected cplilar to some of the uses in the Texas fo~feitmestatute
lateral estoppel because of the different burdens of pmof
upon which the State makes its claim that the statute is
(civil vs. criminal). Id. at 361-62.
remedial. These claim did not effect the determination in
49. Id. at 363.
Kurt11Ranch a11d are equally inelevant here.
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TEX. CODE CRIM.

PROCED. ANN., Art.

42.12, Section 5(b) provides that: "No appeal
may be taken from this
determination to proceed
with an adjudication of
guilt." However, a person
on regular probation can
appeal a trial court's
judgement revoking his
probation.'
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Thefefom the defen'ed adjudication statute
can be attacked on appeal, since it violates the
Equal Rights Clause ofhticle I, Sec. Number
3. of the Texas Constitution and the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the United States Constitution.
By 6. Rudolph Garza, Jr.
It is. of course. a fitndamental urinciule of
equal protection that once avenues of appellate review are established, they must be
kept free of unreasonable distinctions.'
When a state provides for revocation of
probation vmceedinrrs
- as vart
. of its criminal
process, equal p~otectionof the laws should
apply to all
The legislature,
in regulating the right of appeal, may not
disregard any constitutional guarantees?
Thus, to allow a defendant sentenced to
"~egular"pmbatiou to directly appeal fmm a
revocation of probation hearing, but not
allow a ''d&ened adjudication" pmhationer
to dkectly appeal fmm whal is, essentially,
the same type of revocation of probation
hearing is to violate equal piotection laws
under both the state and federal constitution.
Judge Ovelstreet of the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals, in his concurring opinion
By Juan Martinez Gonzales
in the significant case of Olowoseka v.
State: noted that a defendant given "regular" probation has a right to directly appeal a pmbation revocation not proven by
a preponderance of the evidence. He goes on to state: "Celtainly a deferred
adjudication pinbationer should be entitled to the same protection from any such
whimsical capricious levomtion .... The treatment of one placed oh deferred
adjudication probation as compared to one placed on "regula~" probation could
be subject to a legitimate equal protection violation claim.'*
In as much as Art. 42.12, Sectiou 5(b) purports to preclude sueh an appeal, the
statute is unconstitutioual on its face, aud as applied to probationers on defened
probation, who seek to appeal the revocation of their probation.
In a "regular" probation revocation hearing the trial judge is not accorded
absolute discletion in the decision to revoke? It has long been the established law
of this state that a trial court nay revoke pmbation ouly if the statehas proven evely
element of the violation offense or infraction by a preponde~anceof tbe evidence.'
Art. 42.12, Section 5(b) has consistentIy been inte~pretedby Texas courts to
give the trial judge absolute, un~eviewablediscretion to kvoke probation regardless of the sufficiency of the evidence, or even if there is no evideuce at all, to
support an alleged probation violation. This is exactly the concern expressed by
Judge Oveistreet in his coucorriug opinion in Dlon~suko.~
It is not reasonable aud does not further a legitimate state intaest to allow
appellate review to "regular" probationets whose probation is revoked, while
denying that light to "deferred adjudication" probationers whose probation is
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revoked under the statute. Furthermore, denial of appellate
review to deferred adjudication probationers whose probation
is revoked affords then ao protection from arbitrary and capricious findings made by a trial judge.
To deny appellate review to the "deferred adjudication" pmbationers is tantamount to there being no sbandard to review
the sufficiency of the evidence in the record to slipport a trial
judge's factual findings regarding violation of probation allegations, and therefore, no safety net to protect "deferred adjudication" probationers constitutional right to the same due
process which is afforded to "regular" probntione~s.
By precluding deferred adjudication probatrouers of a right
to appeal the sufficiency of the evidence offered by the State a1
a revocation of probation/determination to adjudicate hearing,
the Slate is being absolved of any burden of proof requirement
to show a violation of probation actually occurred.
When Texas appellate courts apply Art. 42.12, Section 5(bJ
to preclude appeals from persons on "deferred adjudication"
plobation, the eourts are treating these probationers differently from "regular" prohationem There is no rational basis for
such a distinction, and no legitimate governmental pulpose is
served. Construing the statute in such a manner denied
"deferred adjudication" probationers their state and federal
constitutional right to equal protection of the law.
Equal protection under the Texas Constih~tionpmhibits laws
which are purely arhitraty and have no basis on criteria related
to the objective of furthering a legitimate state interest."
Fusthennore, the United States Supreme Court has applied the
strict sc~utinytest to legislative classifications involving eithel
a suspect class of a fundamental right. The right to a climinal
appeal has been held to be a fundamental right."
in Douglas I r Culifo,?~ia,'~
the Supreme Court of the United
States held that a distinction between rich and poor on an
appeal as a matter of right, is unconstitutional. It should also be
unwnstitutionnl to make an illegitimate distinction between
"regular" and "defened adjudication" pobationeis by allowing
"regular" probationers to appeal their revocatron of piobation
based on insufficient evidence, while denying “deferred adjudication" probationers the same right to appeal from an adverse
ixling of the trial caul%resulting in the revocation of pmbation.
Both indistinguishableclasses of pinbationers should be afforded the same constitutionalrights and protection
Equal protection of the laws is not an abstract right, but a
command which eveiy state must respect, and the benefits of
which every person may demand." Persons on "deferred
adjudication" piobation ale victims of discrimination, individually and as a member of a class who are denied the light to
appeal the revocation of their probation.
Persons on "deferred adjudication" probation may appeal
under TEX. CODE CRIM. PROCED. ANN., Art. 44.01(j),
rulings on pretrial motions." Since persons on "deferred"
and "regular" probation call appeal rulings on pre-trial
motions, it makes no sense to single out persons on ''defened
adjudication"' probation and deny them the light to appeal an
adjudication of their guilt after a revocation hearing.
Additionally, the deferred adjudication statute may he
attacked on appeal became k t . V, Sections 5 and 6 of the
Texas Constitution confei upon the Texas Comt of Criminal
Appeals and Courts of Appds, jnrisdiction to heal criminal
matters. It should he argued that TEX. CODE CRIM.

PROCED. ANN., Art. 42.12, Section 5@) is unconstitutional
because the jurisdiction vested in the courts by the Texas
Constitution is inalienable and may not be divested by the
legislature, except as provided by the c~nstitution.'~
In Muto 11. S~tare,'~the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
held that the legislature could not deprive a court of its criminal jurisdiction and a s pointed out in Reasonover v.
Reasonover," the legislature cannot by statute take away from
a comt the jurisdiction given it by the Texas Constituti~n!~
The three branches of government, executive, legislative,
and judicial cannot enlarge, restrict or destroy the powers of
another branch." If one department exceeds its authority by
usurping powas not belonging to it, its acts are a n ~ l l i t y ? ~
Therefore, it should be argued that Ast. 42.12, Section 5@)
is in violation of Alt. V., Sections 5 and 6 of the Texas
Constitution, since it denies persons on "defened adjudicatiou" probation appellate review.
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Court Rulemaking
and Statutory
Conflict in Texas
By Don Rogers

T

he provisions of
Article 44933, 3
5-08 of the Texas
Revised Civil Statutes
create a physician-patient
privilege, make medical
records confidential, and
establish procedures for
obtaining access to medical records which appear
on the face of the statutory provisions to be applicable to court proceedings.'
The
provisions
of
Sections 611.001 through
611.005 of the Texas
Health and Safety Code
create a mental health
professional-patient privilege, establish that communications between a
professional and patient
and associated records of
treatment are confidential,
and provide among other
things legal remedies for
improper disclosure of
confidential information.'
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These statutes at%?
heceinaft~rrefer~xdto as the media11and mental heaII11@Itactments. The Supreme Court of Texas and the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas
hold that the medical and mental health enactments, among other hwfully enacted
statutes not repealed or limited in scope by t k Texas Legislature, do not apply to
court proceedings insofar as the statutes are “deemed repealed" in civil and c ~ n inal c a m and criminal law matters t h ~ u g court
h
onlers and accompanying documents issuedin connection with court mlemaking? Th%pmtices and holdings of
the Supreme Court and the Cowl of Criminal Appeals deeining lawfully enacted
stati~tesrepealed in older to deny full lawful effect to the statotes in court p1.0ceedings and related matters cmse an anorntrlous situation: A pel's011 ~ffectedby
a lawfully enacted statute cannot determine from the face of the strltute whether or
to what extent it applies to court proceedings or related matters, The wnstitutional and statutory rulemaking aufhority of the Supreme Court and the Court of
Criminal Appeals is analyzed in this article to determine whether the practices and
holdings of both cousts denying full effect to lawfully enacred statutes ate pursuant to the lawful exercise of my constitutional orstat~toryauthoiit~: Analysis
of each court's lespective rulemaking authority demonstrates: (1) that neither
court is authorized by the Texas Constitution to promulgate any rule conffaly to
any provision of a lawfully enacted statwte; (2) that neither court is empowered
with my lawful authority to repeal, amend, or limit the applicatiou of any lawfully enacted statute; and (3) that the practices and holdings of both cou~rs,whereby
lawfully &acted statutes are deemed repealed rmd denied lawful effect in court
poceedings and related matters, are unconstitutional as they exceed the scope of
autho~itygranted by A~ticleV, 5 31 ofthe Texas Constitution and violate the separation of pawers doctrine of Article IIs § 1 of the Texas Constitution by inkinging on the powers of the legislative branch of government.
A basic uuderstandiug of the respective functio~isand powers of the legislative
and judicial hmches of government established by the Texas Constituhon is necessary to analyze the scope of ~ulemakingauthority that can be lawfully delegated by
t11eLegislatureto the Supreme Cowt and Court of Criminal Appeals. Arlicle EI,0
1 of the Texns &nstihltion establishes the legislative power of the State of Texas.
The legislative functions lecoguized within Article 111, 8 1 include the power to
make, alter, and ~epeallaw.5 The Texas Constitution grauts the Legislature ultimate authority over judicial administration? The Legislature has the authority to
specify the means and procedure through which substantive provisions in the constitution are made effective? The Legislature is constitutionally entitled to expect the
courts to follow the spccicifrctext of any lawftrlly enacted slalute:
Article V, § 1 of the Texas Constitution establishes the judicial power of the
Sate of Texas. The judicial functions recognied as within the grant of power
under Article V, $1 are: (I) the power to hear facts, (2) the power to decide the
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issues of fact made by the pleadings, (3) the power to decide Article 11, $ 1 of the Texas Constitution, and confer a limited
questions of law involved, (4) the power to enter a judgment grant of legislative power uponthe courts.* On May 26,
on the facts found in accordance with the law as determined 1985, the Legislature, anticipating adoption of Article V, 8 31,
which will he later discussed, to
by the court, and (5) the power to execute the judgment or enacted House Bill No. 13:'
sentence? Coults have a duty to determine the validity and enable the Court of Criminal Appeals to exercise limited d e making through piomulgation of rules of evidence and rules of
constitutionality of any law enacted by the Legislature."
Cou~tsdo not have the authority to judicially ameud any post-trial and appellate pmcedure in criminal cases. House Bill
statute or add words not implicitly contained in a statute." No. 13 was initiaIly codified as Article 1811f of the Texas
The Supreme Court and the Court of Criminal Appeals are Revised Civil Statutes. In 1987, Sectins 1,2, and 3 of House
Bill No. 13 became Section 22.108 of the
authori~ed
to. nromuleate
r . - - I ules
.Fnr the mvGovernment C~de,~\elatingto promulgaernance of the courts within their respection and amendment of lules of appellate
tive jurisdiction. The Supreme Court curprocedure in crimiual cases. In 1987,
rently has rulemaking authority derived
Sections 5, 6, and 7 of House Bill No. 13
from Article V, $ 31 of the Texas
became Section 22.109 of the Government
Constitution and Sections 22.003 and
Code,23relating to promulgation and
22.004 of the Government Code. The
amendment of ~vlesof evideuce in criminal
C o u ~ of
t Criminal Appeals currently has
cases. Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 is
~vlemakingauthority derived from Article
presently codiftcd as Article 181 If, B 9 of
V, 8 31 of the Texas Constitution and
the Revised Civil Statutes. Other sections
Sections 22.108 and 22.109 of the
of House Bill No. 13 were repealed in
Goverument Code. The origin and scope
1987." In 1985, the Legislature enacted
of the rulemaking authority of the
T~fle
2 of the Texas Gove~nmeutCodeE to
Supreme Court and Court of Criminal
consolidate statutey relating to the judicia~y.
Appeals will he hereinafter discussed.
The Rules of P~acticeAct, as amended, was
The Supreme Court power to promulgate
iucorporatcd into the Govelnment Code as
of procedure and evidence for c o u ~ t
Section 22.004.26 The Legislature at that
pruceediugs in civil actions arises from the
time added Section 22.003 of the
Constitutio~~
of 1876." Article V, 8 25 of
which also relates to
Government Code:'
the Texas Constitution, adopted in 1891, is
rulemaking by the Supreme Court. The
the initial constitutional source of the
sections mentioned regarding the mlemakSupreme Court power to pfomulgate the
ing authority of the Court of Criminal
rules of civil p~ocedureand ~ u l e sof eviAppeals were added to the Goverument
dence." In 1939, the Legislature, pursuant
Code in 1987, The Coult of Criminal
to Article V, $ 25, passed the Rules of
Appeals promulgated what are presently
Practice Act'" to enable the Supreme Court
the
Texas Rules of Criminal Evideuce and
to promulgate what ultimately-became the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedul-e. The Legislature at the time the criminal law aspects of the Texas Rules of Appellate
of euactment of the Rules of Practice Act intended to delegate Procedure th~oughauthority derived finm A~ticleV, 8 31 of the
full rulemaking power in civil cases to the Supreme Cot~rt.'~Texas Constitution and House Bill No. 13. The Supreme Coult
The provisions of Section 2 of the Act give the court full rule- pronnllgated the civd law aspects of the present Texas Rules of
making power as to matters of practice and procedure in civil Appellate Procedu~ethlough authority de~ivedfmm Article V,
actions, and expressly provide that the rules promulgated by 4 31 of the Texas Constitution and the Rules of Pradice Act as
the Supreme Court cannot abridge, modify, or enlarge the incorpo~atedinto Texas Govenunent Code Section 22.004.
The autho~rtyof the Supreme Court or Cou~tof Criminal
suhstantivc rights of a litigant.16 The Supreme Court p~omulAppeals,
if any, to repeal, amend, or limit the application of a
gated what are now the Texas Rules of Civil Procedu~ein
1940 and the Texas Rules of Clvil Evidence m 1982 through lawfully enacted statute through promulgatiou of an inconsisauthority conferred by the p~ovisiousof Article V, 8 25 of the tent ~ u l eor othe~wisein connection with lawfirlly delegated
rulemaking authority is at best questioaahle. The Supreme
Texas Constitution and the Rules of Practice Act.I7
In 1985, the Legislatu~edefer~uinedaneed to delegate limit- Court and the Coutt of Criminal Appeals engage in the placed luleniaking autho~ityto the Cou~tof Crimiual Appeals for tice of deeming lawfully enacted statutes lepealed as to court
the promulgation of rules of evidence and rules of post-trial proceedings and other matters, as discussed at the outset in
and appellate procedure in criminal cases, and passed a joint connection with the n~edicaland mental health enactments.
r
resolution 8 leading to a constitutional amendment whereby Section 3 of the Rules of P~acticeAct empowen the Supreme
hticle V, 5 25 was repealed and leplaced by Article V, 5 31 of Coiut to file with the Secretary of State a list of statutes,
the Texas Constitution. A ~ t i c l eV, 3 3119 enables the known as the List of Repealed Statutes, which in its opinion
Legislatu~eto delegate ~ulemakmgautho~ityto the Supreme ale ~epealedby Section I of the Act. Section 1 of the Rules
Comt and Court of Criminal Appeals. Article V, $ 25 and of Practice Act is a general repealer of statutes relating to civil
Article V, 3 31 of the Texas Constitution are exceptions to the procedure. The Supreme Court holds that the statutes
general pruhibitiou against delegation of legislative functions to repealed by Section 1 of the Rules of Practice Act includes
the judiciaty unde~the separation of powers provisions of those enacted by the Legislature on 01 before the effective
0
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date of the act." The Supreme Court, nevertheless, continues by virtue of the Texas Constitution. Article V, 3 31 replaces
to add to the List of Repealed Statutes those which in its Article V, $ 25 with the same language authorizing Supreme
opinion are deemed repealed by subsequent amendments to Court rulemaking "not inconsistent with the laws of the
the rules of procedure and rules of evidence, including state." Re-adoption of the language of a replaced constitustatutes lawfully enacted after Septemhet 1, 1941, the effec- tional provision is presumed to be with the purpose not to
tive date of the Rules of Practice Act.* The Snpreme Court's change the law.39 The construction of Article V, 9 25 by the
authority for this practice has been questioned, but never Supreme Court as a limited grant of power to promulgate
directly ~ballenged?~The Supreme Court, at the-time of rules not inconsistent with the law as embodied in legislative
adoption of the rules of civil procedure, promulgated Rule enactments prior to adoption of the same language in Article
819:' which provides that a rule of procedure prevails iu the V, 5 31 becomes a part of the constitution upon adoption of
event of conflict with a statute. Appellate courts utilize Rnle Article V, $31 to the extent that it cannot he changed even by
819 to nnllify statutory provisions conflicting with rules of a statute expressly seeking to change the meaning of the procivil pr~cedure.~'Section 2 2 . 0 0 4 ( ~ ) of
~ ~the Government vision as c o n ~ t r u e d . ~The Supreme Court accordingly is
Code now provides in part that "a rule adopted by the impliedly prohibited by the provisions of Article V, 5 31 from
supreme court repeals all conflicting laws and parts of laws promulgation of rules of procedure or evidence inconsistent
governing p~acticcand procedure in civil actions." The Court with lawfully enacted statutes. Any mle promulgated by the
of Criminal Appeals designates all of the statutes listed in Supreme Court conflicting with a valid statute exceeds the
Section 9(b) of House Bill No. 13, including the medical and authority granted by Article V, $ 31 and to the extent of conmental health enactments, for repeal as they relate to criminal flict is null and void ab initio.
The C o u ~ of
t Criminal Appeals has no constitutional
cases and criminal law mattels in its order adopting the Texas
Rules of Criminal ~vidence.'"he
Cowl of Crimi~ial authority to p~omulgaterules inconsistent with the provisions
Appeals does not add to its List of Repealed Statutes. of any lawfully enacted statute. Article V, F, 31(c) of the
Nevertheless, any subsequent enactment of ii listed statute Texas Constitution authorizes delegation of rulemaking
may later be deemed repealed under the present orders and autho~ityto the Court of Criminal Appeals by theLegislatore.
Article V, 8 31(c) allows the Court of Criminal Appeals to
holdings of the respective coo~ts?~
An anomalous situation results from the practices, o~ders, promnlgate rules which may be presc~ibedby law or the conand holdings that lawfully enacted statutes are deemed stitution. The constitlItion is constwed as a whole 1 to ascerrepealed as to comt p~oceedingsand related matters. A pcr- tain the will of the people of Texas." The courts cannot
son affected by the operation of a lawfnlly enacted Texas write in an exception to the constitution as any change must
statnte cannot read the statute and determine its applicab~lity be written by the people t h u g h amendmentP3 The constituin situations connected with court proceedings or related mat- tion is strictly construed where the language is plain and
ters. The statute must instead be fully briefed, including unambiguous?J Aticle V, 8 31 impliedly prohibits promulreview of court orders and accompanying documents to deter- gation of rules inconsistent with the laws of the State of Texas
mine if the statute, or any predecessor, has been listed as by the Supreme Court. The Cou~tof Criminal Appeals cannot
repealed pursuant to a standardless determination by either logically have more power under the Texas Constitution than
c0urt.3~ The applicability of the statute may even then the Supreme Court. Article V, 9 5 empowers the Conrt of
remain unclear. The situation presented does nothing but cre- Criminal Appeals with final appellate jurisdiction in criminal
ate confusion among all affected, including the bench, the bar, cases subject to exceptions or regulations provided in the conand law enforcement officials, as to thc meaning and applica- stitution or prescribed by law. The appellate jmisdietion of
tion of lawfully enacted statutes. The ultimate consequences the Court of Criminal Appeals is regulated by the
of this situation include waste of judicial iesoulces, increased LcgislatureP' No provision of the Texas Constitution and no
probability of enoneons judicial decisions, and failure of the statute authorizes the Court of Criminal Appeals to pronlnlcoutts to carry out the will of the citizens of Texas as gate rules inconsistent with the law of the state. The will of
expressed through lawful enactments by their rep~esentatives the people expressed throngh Article V, § 31 of the Texas
in the Legislature?' The issue hereafter addressed is whether Constitution is that no appellate comt has constitutional
the orders and holdings of the Supreme Court and Conrt of autho~ityto promulgate a rule inconsistent with the law as
Criminal Appeals deeming lawfully enacted statutes lepealed, embodied in a statute of the State of Texas. Any mle pmmuland accordingly inapplicable to court proceedings and other gated by the Court of Criminal Appeals conflicting with the
matters, are made pulsuant to any lawful exercise of power or provisions of any lawfully enacted statute exceeds the authority granted by A~ticleV, $31 of the Texas Constitution and is
authority by either coiut.
The Supreme Court does not have authority under the null and void ab initio to the extent of the conflict.
The Legislature has no power to delegate to the Supreme
Texas Constitution to promulgate any ~ u l econflicting with
the ptovisions of any lawfully enacted statute. The Supreme Court or the Court of Criminal Appeals authority which caulawfully pursuant to the constitution. There
Court in Few 12. Charfer. Oak Fire Inswance C O I I I ~ J Onot
~ ~be~ exercised
~
hoMs that the language "not inconsistent with the laws of the is an implied prohibition against adding to a condition speciState" contained in Article V, 5 25, the predecessor of Article fied in a constitutional provision where a power is given
V, 8 31, canses the plovision to be a limited gmnt of constitu- because the constitutional p~ovisionis exclusive as to the cirtional anthority to promulgate rules not inconsistent with leg- cumstanw under which the power may he exetci~ed.'~ The
islative enactments, meaning that a comt-promulgated rule Legislature does not have power to enact any law contlary to
yields to the extent of conflict with a lawfully enacted statnte the provisions of the constitution.'" Neither the Legislature
J
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tradictory to a prior statute that the statutes cannot stand
nor the courts can set aside a clear constitutional provision?
A statute conflicting with any constitutional provision is void together. The courts do not favor implied repeals and ordinarand unenfor~eable?~The Legislature, therefole, cannot dele- ily attempt to harmonize conflicting statutes. An implied
gate the power to promulgate a rule inconsistent with the law repeal is found by the courts only where plovisions of statutes
as embodied in a statute to either the Supreme Court or the ate irre~oncilable.~Repeals may also be general or specific.
Court of Criminal Appeals. The Leg~slatluerecognizes this A general repeal or repealer is a clause or provrsion in a
restriction upon its power to delegate rulemaking authority to statute saying that all laws or parts of laws in conflict with the
the Supreme Court through the language of Section 22.003 of statnte are repealed." A specific repeal or repealer is a provithe Government Code to the effect that the Supreme Conrt sion in a statute designating a particular statute or statutes as
may promulgate and enforce aU necessary rules "not inconsis- ~epealed. A general repeal or repealer is effective to repeal
tent with the law". The Legislature, nevertheless, provides in p ~ i o renactments to the eztent the p~iorenactments are inconSect~on22.004(c) of the Governmeut Code that "a rule adopt- sistent with or repugnant to the terms of the statute containing
ed by the Supreme Court repeals all conflicting laws and parts the provision.s6 A general repealing clause or general repealof laws governing practice and procedure in civil actions." er does not ordinarily ~epeala special statute even though the
Section 22.004(c) is based upon the premise that full rulemak- special statute conflicts because the special statute is treated
ing power requi~esa provision empowering the Supreme as an exception to the general statute regardless of the date of
Court to repeal statutes as to matters of procedure conflicting enactment." A general repealing clause or general repealer
with its rules. The premise begs the question as the Supreme is effectively nothing more than a repeal by implication."
The Legislature cannot delegate the power to repeal statutes
Court may not lawfully promulgate a rule conflicting with a
lawfully enacted statute because of the limited grant of in the absence of express constitutional authorization without
authority by Article V, $ 31 of the Texas Constitution. The violating the separation of powers doctrine set forth in Article
power to repeal a statute is a power inconsistent with the laws II, 5 I of the Texas Constituti~n?~The separation of powers
because exercise of the power annuls a legislative enactment. doctrine of Aticle II, § I is violated where oue branch of govThe issne thus arises as to whether the Legislature may l a w ernment assumes a power attached to another branch or interfully delegate the power to repeal or amend a statute to the feres with auothe~branch so as to PI-event effective exercise
Supreme Court and the Court of Criminal Appeals through of its constitutional power^.^ Courts have no constitutional
delegation of rulemaking power pursuant to either Aticle V, power to ~epealor amend a statute?' Conrts generally have
nothing to do with making or repealing statutes and violate
3 25 or Article V, 5 31 of the Texas Constitution.
A repeal of a statute is essentially defined by an appellate their own powers by undataking to repeal a statute." Courts
court in Texas to he the abrogation or annulling of a previous- may determine the validity of statutes and may construe
ly existing law by subsequent statute declaring the former law ambiguous statutes, hut may not legislate under the guise of
revoked or containing provisions so contrary to the prior law statutory construction by attempting to rewrite or change a
A repeal completely abro- statute." The Legislatnre generally cannot delegate legislathat the p~iorlaw cnnnot stand.'
gates the folmer law. An amendment alters the law leaving tive functions to the courts.* A function of government that
some part of the original still standing. An amendment is a the Legislature cannot dirwtly delegate to the courts cannot
partial repeal of a law to the extent that the meaning of the be indirectly delegated to the
Article V,$31 of the Texas Constitution does not expressly
law is changed or something is added to or deleted from the
law increasing or limiting its application.5' Alteration of lhe provide that the legislatu~emay delegate the powel to repeal
scope or application of a statute is technically an aniendment. statutes to the judicial htanch of government. No other proviThe Supreme Court and Court of Criminal Appeals by deem- sion in the Texas Constitution allows such delegation. Cousts
ing the medical and mental health enactments and other listed may not write in exceptions to any provision in the constitustatutes repealed as to court proceedings or related matters are tion through const~uetionas any change mnst be made by the
actually attempting to amend the statutes so as to h i t the~r people through constitutional an~endment.~The provisions
application to matters outside of conrt proceedings. A of Article V, $ 25 and A~licleV, 3 3 I , allowing promulgatio~~
deemed repeal may he viewed as a legal fiction employed by of rules not inconsistent with the laws as embodied in legislaa court to prcclnde application of a lawfully enacted statute in
c o u ~p~oceedings
t
or elated matters. The word r e ~ ~as
e dused
herein ~ e f e nto the power to either completely annul a statute
or amend a statute by limiting its application.
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tive enactments, contain an implied prohibition against delegation of the power to repeal statutes to the cou~ts. The
power to ~vtpealstatutes canttot arise as an implied power
from the constitutional grant of rulemaking authority in any
event, as the provisions of Article 11, $ 1 of the Texas
Constitutiou allow transfer of power among government
branches only by express constitutional authorization. The
limited grant of power to promulgate mles in a manner not
inconsistent with the laws negates implied
power to iepeal statutes as such a power is
contrary to the limited grant and cannot be
lawfully exercised.67 The Legislature is
not empowered by either former Article V,
8 25 or Article V, $ 31 to delegate the
power to repeal any statute to either the
Supreme Court or the Court of Criminal
Appeals. The Legislatutr. cannot indilectly
delegate such power to the courts where it
cannot directly delegate such power.
Repeal of a statute is more properly a functiou of the Legislature than the courts
because repeal of a statute involves public
policy considerations more appropriately
made by the Legislatu~ethan the judicial
branch of govenlment." The Legislature
in the absence of an express grant of
authority in the constitution violates the
separation of powers doctrine of A~ticle11,
$ 1 of the Texas Constitution by delegating
the function of repeal of any lawfully
enacted statute to the judiciary. The issue
thus becomes whether the Legislature in
fact delegates the powel to repeal statutes
to the Supreme C o u ~ or
t the Court of
Criminal Appeals through respeetive
enabling legislation,
The Legislature does not delegate the power to repeal
statutes to the Sup~emeCourt through the Rules of Practice
Act as o~iginallyenacted. The only sections of the Rules of
Practice Act relevant to the issue of whether the Act confers
power to repeal or limit application of lawfully enacted
statutes upou the Supreme Comt ale Section 1 and Section 3,"
which should he considered together as to practical effect.
The magnanimous language of Section 1states a hybrid type
of general repealer having the basic effect of an implied repeal
as to statutes enacted oti or before the effective date of the
herein as a hybrid type of general
act." Section 1 is ~eferred-to
repealer as it purports to repeal only proced~ualstatutes or
parts of statutes while leaving substantive statutes or palm of
statutes unaffected by the repeal. The result under this
approach is that statutes having both substantwe and procedural aspects are amended to delete tlte procedu~alaspects.
The Leg~slaturedoes not undeihke the task of dete~mimng
which statutes are affected by Section 1 and instead leaves the
task to the Supreme Court through Section 3. Section 3 autho~ i z ethe
s Supreme Court at the time of filing the rules of procedure authorized by Section 2 to additionally file with the
Secretary of State a list of statutes which in its judgment are
affected by the repeal in Section I of the Act. The list of
statutes construed by the Supreme Court as affected by the
VOICE VOLUME 25 NUMBER 1 JANUARYiFE8RUARY 96

repeal in Section 1 of the Act "shall co~~stitute,
and have the
same weight and effect, as any other decision of the Supreme
Court." Section 3 empowers the Supreme Coua to file a list of
statutes amounting to an adviso~yopinion in the absence of an
actual case or controversy, and is, therefore, unconstitutional
in violation of the separation of powers dochine of ArticleII, S
1 of the Texas Constitution as an infringement upon the powels of the executive blanch of gove~nment.~~
Seetion 3 does
not under any chcumstances autho~izethe
Supreme Court's practice of adding lawful
statutes enacted after the effective date of
the Act to the List of Repealed Statutes.
The language of Section 1 gives the
Supreme Court no mote power than it
aheady has t o determiue whether an
implied repeal results as to any statute
enacted on or befo~ethe effective date of
the Act. The language of Section 1 is of
practical significance only as evidence of
the Legislature's intent, at the time of the
Act, to confer full rulemaking power upon
the Supreme Coutt. The language of
Section 1 relinquishing full rolemaking
power to the Supreme Court is otherwise of
no practical significance as one legislative
session, ~vtgal-tllessof intent, cannot bind a
subsequent legislature so as to prevent
amendment or repeal of any statute7' or
prevent a subsequent legislature from exercising its co~rstitutionalpowers with respect
to the judiciary. The general repealer in
Section 1 only affects statutes enacted on of
before the effective date of the Act." Any
statute which specially addresses a subject
matter area encompassed by the rules of
pfocedure or evidence may be construed as a special statute
conholling over tl~elulesin the event of conflict."
Section 3 of the Rules of Practice Act as amended in 1985
and incorporated into Section 22.004(c) of the Texas
Government Code authorizes the Supreme Court to repeal
statutes by promulgation of inconsistent rules, and is UIICOIIstitutional as an unautho~izeddelegation of a legislative function violeting the separation ofpowers doct~ineof Article II,B
1 of the Texas Constitution. Section 22.004(c) cannot, them
fore, lawfully empower the Sup~emeCourt to repeal any
statute or deem any lawfully enacted statute repealed as to
c o u ~ proceedings
t
or ]elated matters. The power conferred
upon the Supreme Court through A~ticleV, $ 2 5 and Article
V, 8 31 of the Texas Col~stitutionauthorizes the Supreme
Court only to promulgate ~ulesof p~ocedurcnot inconsistent
with the laws of the state, and does not ielieve the Supreme
C o u ~ of
t its duty to give full effect to lawfully enacted
stat~ttes.'~ The limited rulemaking authority confelled upotl
the Supreme Court can be withdrawn or modified at any time
at the discretion of the Legislatu~e. Thc p~acticesand holdings of the Supreme Court whereby statutes lawfully enacted
after September 1 , 1941 are placed on the List of Repealed
Statutes, deemed repealed, and thereafter denied full lawful
effect in court proceedings or related matters: (I) exceed the
autho~itygranted by Article V, 3 25 and Article V, § 31 of the
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Texas Constitution; (2) exceed the authority granted by the
Rules of Practice Act as originally enacted; and (3) interfere
with the powers of the legislative and executive branches of
govennnent violating the separation of powers doctrine of
Article 11, 5 1 of the Texas Constitution.
The Legislature does not lawfully delegate the power to
repeal stahltes to the Cowt of Cri~nioalAppals through House
Bill No. 13, as is demonstrated by analysis of Section 9 of the
Act in relation to Article V, $ 31 of the Texas Constitution.
Article V, S 31(c) autholiies the Legislature to delegate to the
Court of Criminal Appeals "the power to promulgate such
other rules as may be prescribed by law or this Constitution,
subject to such limitations and procedures as may be provided
by law." Nowhere in Article V, $ 31 or any other provision is
the Legislature authorized to empower the Caurt of Criminal
Appeals to repeal statutes. In 1985, the Legislature enacted
House Bill No. 13'90 enable the Coua of Crilninal Appeals to
promulgate what has become the Texas Rules of Appellate
PI-ocedure aud the Texas Rules of Climinal Evidence. House
Bill No. 13 empowers the Court of Criminal Appeals to promulgate ~ulesof evidence and rules of post-trial and appellate
procedure, but not rules of cl-irninal procedure. The Legislatu~e
can place any lio~itationsor exceptions on the jurisdiction of
the Court of CI-iminalAppeals." Section 9'' is the portion of
House Bill No. 13 relevant to the issue of authority of the Court
of C~inunalAppeals, if any, to repeal or limit application of the
~nedicaland mental health enactments, and other lawfully
enacted statutes listed thel-ein. The provisions of Section 9(a)
allow the Court of Criminal Appeals to select which from
among the statutes listed in Section 9(b) it desires to "designate
for I-epeal" in com~ectionwith promulgation of rules of evidence for criminal cases. There is 110 outright repeal of the
statutes listed in Section 9(b). The issue presented is whether
Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 causes a lawful repeal of the
statutes listed in Section 9(b) which are designated for repeal
by the Court of Criminal Appeals. The meaning of the words
designate for rel~ealin Section 9(a) affects the constitutionality
of Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 under the separation of powers doctrine of Article 11, § 1 of the Texas Constihition. The
authority, if any, bestowed by House Bill No. 13 upon the
Coua of Criminal Appeals to repeal the civil statutes listed in
Section 9(b), or deem the statutes repealed, initially depends
upon the meaning of the words de.~ignatefor-repeal. A constluing c o u ~ tmust apply the specific text of a statute withont
reference to extrinsic aids and rules of statutory constmction if
the laoguagc of a statute is not a~nbiguous.'~ The terouuology
designate for re/~enlseems sufficiently clear so as to be unambiguous as it appears on its face to mean that the Court of
Criminal Appeals is empowered to merely designate which of
the statutes listed in Sectiou 9(b) should be considered fol-later
repeal by the Legislature. The statutory la~~guage
in Section
9(a) does not contain an express repealer or purport to say the
Statlltes listed in Section 9(b) are repealed upon action by tlle~
Coua of Criminal Appeals. The language of Sectiou 9(a)(2);
howevel-, includes wording which renders Section 9 ambiguous
as it says "a list of statutes repealed under this section."
Analysis of Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 under the principles of statutory construction establishes that the Court of
Criminal Appeals is not thereby empowered to repeal any
statute. The words designnte for- I-epenl are not defined in
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House BiU No. 13, and under the rules for construction of
civil statutes must be given their ordinary meaning unless
"connected with and used with reference to a particular trade
or subject matter" or "used as a word of art," in which case
the words shall have the "meaning given by experts in the
particular trade, subject matter, or art."" Wolds defined in
dictionaries with meanings so well known so as to be understood by persons of ordinary intelligence are not considered
vague or indefinite." Common dictionary definitions of the
term repeal clearly indicate a repeal is a legislative enactment
abrogating or annulling a prior statute.@ The term repeal has
a distinct legal meaning as it is similarly defined by an appellate court in Texas." The m i d repeal is accordingly defined
by law requiring application OF "the meaning given by experts
in the particular trade, subject matter, or art.'"* The word
repeal whether defined by common usage or by legal or technical meaning can only be construed to mean the abrogation
or annulling of a statute by a legisla/ive act or acfion in the
form of a statute. Designate for repeal thus construed means
designate for action by the Legislature. Construction of
Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 as authorizing designation of a
statute for repeal by the Legislature does not give the Cou~tof
Criminal Appeals authority to repeal, amend, or limit the
application of any statute listed in Section 9(b).
A construction of Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 as empowering the Cou~tof Criminal Appeals to repeal statutes listed
therein, or otherwise li~nittheir applicability to c~iminallaw
matteis, causes Section 9 to be an unconstitutional delegation
of a legislative function violating Article 11, S 1 of the Texas
,
not the Legislature,
Constitution insofar as the c o u ~ tand
makes the decision as to which of the statutes listed in Sectiou
9(b) rue repealed. Courts are 1equi1,edto construe a statute in a
manner so as to upbold its mn~titutionality.~The Court of
Criminal Appeals cannot be delegated the power to repeal
statutes indirectly when it cannot be given the power di~ectly
by the Legislature." The wording of Section 9 does not
authorize the Court of Criminal Appoals to limit the appllcation of any statute listed in Section 9(b) to preclude its use in
climinal cases or c~iminallaw matters. The language of
Section 9, if constlued to autholize repeal of any statute by the
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Court of Criminal Appeals, requires a repeal of the entire
statute. The medical and mental health enactments are not
repealed, and continue to be amended, indicating that the
Legislature views any designation by the Court of Criminal
Appeals as only advisory. A construction of Section 9 as
authorizing the Court of Criminal Appeals to suggest which of
the listed statutes should be repealed by the Legislature
upholds its constitutionality, but does not empower the Court
to limit application of any statute. The provisions of House
Bill No. 13, regardless of construction, do not confer lawful
authority lo repeal statutes on the Court of Criminal Appeals.
The practices and holdings of the Court of Criminal Appeals
deeming lawfully enacted statutes repealed so as to prevent
their lawful application to cou~?proceedings and related matters: (I) exceed the authority granted by Artiele V, $ 3 1 of the
Texas Constitution; (2) exceed the authority granted by House
Bill No. 13; and (3) inkelfere with the powers of the legislative
tnauch of government violating the separation of powers doctrine of Article It, $ I of the Texas Constitution.
The holdings of the Court of Criminal Appeals that the
medical and mental health enactments are deemed repealed as
to criminal cases and criminal law matters also exceed the
scope of authority granted by House Bill No. 13 as the Act
does not authorize the coutt to promulgate or affect rules of
criminal procedure. The medical and mental health enactments contain procedural aspects as they set out a procedure
for obtaining medical records and other evidence, and ale
therefore special statutes." The medical and mental health
enactments, as special statutes to the extent of p~escribing
procedures for obtaining evidence, contlol over the general
provisions of the Texas Code of Criminal Pioceduie as to
how such evidence may be lawfully obtained." Violation of
a procedure for ohtainlng evidence under the medical and
mental health enactments constitutes violation of a statute,
and any evidence obtained through violation of a statute is
inadmissible in criminal proceedrngs by virtue of Alticle
38.23 of the Texas Code of Criminal P~ncedureregardless of
its admissibility under the Texas Rules of Criminal
~vidence.8~
The Court of Criminal Appeals cannot deem the
medical and mental health enactments lepealed as to procedure applicable to criminal cases and criminal law matters as
such action: (1) exceeds the scope of authoiity conferred by
House Bill No. 13 by invading the area of c~iminalprocedure;
(2) exceeds the authority granted by Article V, 5 31 of the
Texas Constitution; and (3) interfeies with the powers of the
legislative branch of government by affecting procedure in
criminal cases, and thereby violates the separation of powers
doctrine of Alticle 11, $7 I of the Texas ~onstitut~on."

Conclusions
The Supreme Conrt and Court of Criminal Appeals lack
lawful authority under Article V , § 31 of the Texas
Constitution to promulgate 1u1e.s of any kind inconsistent with
any lawfully enacted statute. The Legislature may not
through delegated mlemaking authority empowel either court
to do anything forbidden by the Texas Constitution. The
Texas Constitution does not autholize the Legislature to delegate to either coult the power to repeal or limit application of
any lawfully enacted statute, and any statute which can be
construed as delegating such function to either court is uncon-

stitutional in violation of Article 11, 8 1 as an unauthorized
delegation of a legislative function. The enablimg legislation
delegating rulemaking authority to the Supreine Court and the
Court of Criminal Appeals does not lawfully empower eithe~
court to repeal or limit any lawfully enacted statute so as to 4.
prevent its application to wurt proceedings 01 related matters.
Consequently, the practices and holdings of both courts deeming lawfully enacted statutes repealed because of rulemaking
orders or activities, and therefore inapplicable to court proceedings, exceed the lawful authority delegated to each court
and are unconstitutional as (1) exceeding the authority granted lespectively by Article V, $ 2 5 and Article V, § 31 and (2)
infringing on the powers of the legislative branch of government violating the separation of powers doctrine of Article II,
$ I of the Texas Constitution. The medical and mental health
enactments, among other affected statutes, must be given fuIl
lawful effect in court proceedings and related matters. The
medical and mental health enactments, therefore, control to
the extent of conflict over Rules 509 and 510 of the respective 5.
rules of evidence?' The medical and mental health enact- 6.
ments also control in the event of conflict over the Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure and the Texas Code of Criminal 7.
Proceduie.to the extent that the statutes am special statutes 8.
regarding procedtue relating to the subject matter areas cover& by their provisions?' The Supreme Court and Court of
Criminal Appeals, if not content with any statutory provisions, may lawfully recommend changes to the Legislatn~e?~ 9.
Any changes to the provisions of lawfully enacted statutes
may ouly he made by the Legislature." The Supreme Court
and the Cou~tof Criminal Appeals must give full effect to all 10.
lawfully enacted statutes?' No amount of acquiescence can
remedy the violations of the Texas Constitution discussed in 11.
this article.% Nevertheless, the situation presented may have
simple solutions?' The Legislature enacts the laws of the
State of Texas in the form of statutes. The courts of the State 12.
of Texas are constitutionally required in all citmmstances to
13.
give full lawful effect to all lawfully enacted statutes.
-
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to the List of Repealed Statutes by either the Supreme
Court of Texas or the Court of Criminal Appeals of
Texas, and has not been lawfully repealed by the
Legislature. The statutes involved are too numerous to
analyze for the purpose of this article, and may be located
through reference to Notes 24, 29, and 34 herein. The
medical and mental health enactments, and court
enabling legislation relating to same, are utilizad herein
for purpose of example as the statutes have procedural
and evidentiary aspects, and are referred to herein collectively as presently and formerly enacted or codified.
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appeals may promulgate a comprehensive body of rules of
evidence in the trials of criminal cases and from time lo
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effective at the time the cou~tof criminal appeals considers
expedient in the interwl of a proper administration of justice. The rules and amendments to rules remain in effect
unless and until disapproved by the legislam~e.The seaet a q of state shall report the rules or amendments to rules to
the next regular session of the legislature by mailing a copy
of the ~ulesor amendments to each elected member of the
legislature on or before December inunediately preceding
the session. (c) The lules of evidence in the tlials of crimnal cases shall be published in the Texas Register and in the
Texas Bar Journal. The court of c~ixninalappeals may
adopt the method it conside~sexpedient for the printing and
di&ibufton of the ~ules."
24. Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Atin, art. 1811f, Histo~icalrind
Statutory Notes (Vernon Supp. 1995). Seekions 4 and 9
of House Bill No. 13 concein repeal of statutes. Section
4 provides for repeal of designated articles of the Code of
Criminal Procedure relating to appellate procedure in
criminal cases. Section 4 is not analyzed in depth herein
as it does not relate to the medical and mental health
enactments, and was repealed in 1987 as Tex. Rev. Civ.
Stat. Ann. art. IBllf, $4. Analysis of Section 4 may,
nevertheless, be lelevant as to the effect of articles of the
code not repealed by the Legislature which conflict with
the provisions of the Texas Rukes of Appellate Pmcedure.
The court's List of Repealed Statutes in this regard
appear in Vernon's Texas Rules Ann., 1994 Special
Pamphlet, Evidence and Appellate Procedure, at p. 429.
See Note 86 herein for partial analysis of Section 4.
25. Act of May 17,1985,69th Leg., ch. 480, 1985 Tex. Gen.
Laws 1720.
26. Tex. Gov't Code Ann 5 22.004, Histoxieal Note (Ve~non
1988). Secfion 22.004 us amemfed provides: "(a) The
supxeme court has the full rulemaking powel in the practice and procedure in civil actions, except that its n ~ l e s
rnay not abridge, enlarge, or modify the substantive rights
of a litigant. (b) The supreme court from time to time
rnay promulgate a specific rule 01 ~ u l e sof civil procedure, or an amendment or amendments to a specific rule
or rules, to be effective at the time the suplelne court
deems expedient in the intemt of a proper administration
of justice. The rules and amendments to ~ules~emainin
effect unless a~iduntil disapproved by the legislature.
The cle~kof the sopl.eme court shall file with the secretary of state the rules or amendments to rules promulgated by the supreme court under this subsection and shall
mail a copy of those rules or amendments to rules to each
registered member of the State Bar of Texas not later
than the 60th day before the date on which they become
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at p. 398. The statutes listed were not repealed by the
Legislature at that time, and several, such as Tex. Rev.
Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 4495b, 5 5.08, amended as recently as
1995, remain on the books as valid statutes.
35. RK. at 887 S.W.2d 840.
36. Delegation of legislative power has been authorized in
limited instances where it would be impossible or
impractical for the legislature to perform the functions
delegated. The Legislature in such instances must
declare a policy and fix a primaly standard governing the
exercise of the delegated power to provide guidance in
the exercise of the delegated power. Railroad Com'n of
Texas 17. b n e Star Gas, 844 S.W.2d 679,689-690 (Tex.
1992): Ex Parte Granviel, 561 S.W.2d 503, 514-515
(Tex. Cr. App. 1978). No standards have been established by the Legislature for the exelcise of delegated
rulemalting authority to the cou~tsexcept for that in Tex.
Gov't Code Ann. 5 22.003(b) directiug that mles of practice and procedure for the government of the Supreme
Court and all other courts of the state he not inconsistent
with the l w .
37. See and compare: R.K. at 887 S.W.2d 840 and Crnckr v.
Synpol, hnc, 732 S.W.2d 429,435 (Tex. App. - Beaumont
1987, no writ). The appellate court in Crocker while discussing a section of the medical and mental health enactments states at 732 S.W.2d 435: "An uncertainty arises as
to whether See. 5.08 has been repealed or only limited to
non-judicial disclosure circumstances." Such uncertainty
causes confusion and wastes judicial resources.
38. Few 17. Charter Oak Fire Insurance Company, 463
S.W.2d 424,425 (Tex. 1971). See also: Clear Lake City
Water Authority I,.Clear Lake Utilities Co., 549 S.W.2d
385, 389 (Tex. 1977); Khkpatrick v. Hurst, 484 S.W.2d
587, 589 (Tex. 1972); Government Serr+ces Ins.
Unde~ivritersI!. Jones, 368 S.W.2d 560,563 (Tex. 1963).
39. City of Wichita Falls 11. Williams, 119 Tex. 163, 26
S.W.2d 910, 914 (1930); Cox v. Robison, 105 Tex. 426,
l50S.W. 1149,1151 (1912).
40. Hubbard 1,. Harnilto~rCozuzty, 113 Tex. 547, 261 S.W.
990, 991 (1924); Lyle v. Smte, 80 Tex. Crim. 606, 193
S.W. 680,682 (1917).
41. Vinson at 773 S.W.2d 265.
42. Collingswo~?hCounty 11. Ailred, 120 Tex. 473,40 S.W.2d
13, 15 (1931).
43. Carpenter I,. Sheppard, 135 Tex. 413, 145 S.W.2d 562,
567 (1940)
44. Ex Parte Hayden, 152 Tex. Crim. 517,215 S.W.2d 620,
622 (1948).
586 S.W.2d 482, 485-486 (Tex. Cr.
45. Ex Parte S~~ring,
App. 1978); Annes v. State, 573 S.W.2d 7, 8 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1978).
46. Walker at 196 S.W.2d 327; White 11. State, 440 S.W.2d
660,665 (Tex. Cr. App. 1969).
47. City of Fort Wortk 11. Howerton, 149 Tex. 614, 236
S.W.2d 615, 618 (1951): Dertdy v. Wilson, 142 Teu. 460,
179 S.W.2d 269, 273 (1944); Ex Parte Halstead, 147
Tex. Crim. 453,182 S.W.2d 479,482 (1944).
48. Stafe~sHat&r, 115Tex.332,281 S.W. 192,195-196(1926).
49. Dickson I?. Strickland, 114 Tex. 176, 265 S.W. 1012,
1021 (1924); Halstead at 182 S.W.2d 482.
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50. Thompson v. United Gas Corporation, 190 S.W.2d 504,
508 (Tex. Civ. App. - Austin 1945, writ ref'd). The
court states at 190 S.W.2d 508: "Simply stated, a repeal
is the abrogation of annulling of a previously existing
law by a subsequent statute, which either declares that
the former law shall he revoked and abrogated or which
contains provisions so contrary to or irreconcilable with
those of the eaclier law that only one of the two can
stand in force."
51. Various definitions of repeal and amendment appear
herein at Note 82.
52. Texas Nat. Guard Armmy Board v. McCmw, 132 Tex.
613, 126 S.W.2d627,635 (1939).
53. Brown v. H~mrbleOil & Refining Co., 126 Tex. 296, 83
S.W.2d935,94I (1935).
54. Acker v. Texas Water Conr'n, 790 S.W.2d 299,301 (Tex.
1990); Standard v. Sadler, 383 S.W.2d 391, 395 (Tex.
1964): Garrett v. State, 161 Tex. Crim. 556, 279 S.W.2d
366,368 (1955).
55. City of Beaumont Independer~tSchool District v.
Broadus, 182 S.W.2d 406, 410 (Tex. Civ. App. Amarillo 1944, writ refd). Examples of general repealers may be found at Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann., Final Title
3 2 (Vernon 1967), repealing all statutes existing prior to
enaetment of the Texas Revised Civil Statutes, and in
Section 1 of the Rules of Practice Act.
56. Ex Parte Holrnes, 754 S.W.2d 676, 685 at n.6 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1988); Garrett Ir State at 279 S.W.2d 368.
57. Jefferson County v. Board of County and District Road
Indebtedness, 143Tex. 99, 182 S.W.2d 908,915 (1944).
58. Ciiy of Port Arthur v. Jeffe~sorzCounty Fresh Water
Supply Disf~ictNo. I , 596 S.W.2d 553, 556 (Tex. Civ.
App. -Beaumont 1980, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
59. Tex. Const. art. 11, 3 I provides: "The powers of the
Government of the State of Texas shall be divided into
three distinct departments, each of which shall he confided to a sepalate body of magistracy, to wit: Those which
are Legislat~veto one, those which are Executive to
another, and those which are Judicial to another; and no
person, or collection of persons, being of one of these
departments, shall exercise any power properly attached
to either of the others, e,xcept in the instances herein
expressly permitted." [Emphasis supplied.]
60. A~nrndilloBail Bonds at 802 S.W.2d 239; Ex Parte Giles,
502 S.W.2d 774, 780 (Tex. Crim. App. 1973); State ex.
re1 Smjtlz v. Blackwell, 500 S.W.2d 97. 101 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1973).
61. Lee at 807 S.W.2d 294-295; Williams v. State, 707
S.W.2d 40.44-45 flex. Crim. App. 1986).
62. Lasater v. Lopez, 110 Tex. 179, 217 S.W. 373, 376377 (1919). The court states at 217 S.W. 376-377:
"Courts have nothing to do with the making of
statutes, or the repeal of statutes. They violate their
true powers and endanger their own authority whenever they undertake the legislative role. Legislation is
for legislatures, not coluts."
63. Halsteadat 1&2S.W.2d 482.
64. David v. Tyrrell & Garth Inv. Co., 127 Tex. 213, 93
S.W.2d 372, 375-376 (1936); Southwestern Bell
Telephone Cornparty 11. State, 523 S.W.2d 67, 69 (Tex.
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unconstitutional for this reason. Section 5 of the Rules of
Civ. App. - Austin 1975), rev'd on other grounds
Practice Act and Tex. Gov't Code Ann. $3 311.032@)
526 S.W.2d 526 (Tex. 1975). Alternatively stated, the
and 312.013(a) contain severability or savings provisions
Legislature cannot constitutionally impose functions
- of
which prevent entire acts from being voided because
on courts that are legislative in nature. In re Johnson,
partial unconstitutionality.
554 S.W.2d 775, 780 (Tex. Civ. App. - Corpus
Christi 1977), writ ref'd n.r.e. at 569 S.W.2d 882 72. Centml Power & Light v. Pub. Utility Com'n, 649
S.W.2d 287,289 (Tex. 1983); Waftsat 187 S.W.2d 924;
(Tex. 1978).
Bryant v. State, 457 S.W.2d 72, 78 (Tex. Civ. App. 65. Key Western Life Ins. Co. v. State Board of Insurance,
Eastland 1970, writ ref d n.1.e.).
163 Tex. 11,350 S.W.2d 839,847 (1961).
73. Garreffv. Mercantile Nat. Batik at 168 S.W.2d 638. See
66. Calpenter at 145 SW.2d 567.
cases cited herein at Note 56.
67. See: Eichelberger v. Eichelberger, 582 S.W.2d 395,
398-400 (Tex. 1979), discussing implied and inherent 74. Hallman at 166 S.W.2d 176-177. See the following as to
practical effect of special statutes: Forwood v. City of
powers of courts.
Taylor, 147 Tex. 161, 214 S.W.2d 282, 285-286 (1948);
68. Chemical Bank & Trust Company v . Falkner, 369
Sam Bassett Lumber Co. v. Cify of Houston, 145 Tex.
S.W.2d 427, 432 (Tex. 1963); Watts v . Marm, 187
492, 198 S.W.2d 879, 881 (1947); Cannc 11. State, 842
S.W.2d 917, 924 (Tex. Civ. App. - Austin 1945, writ
S.W.2d 667, 685 at n.13 (Tex. Cr. App. 1992), cert.
ref'd).
denied 113 S.Ct. 3046; Garza v. State, 687 S.W.2d 325,
69. Section I of the Rules of Practice Act provides: "In order
330 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985). See also : Tex. Gov't Code
to confer upon and relinquish to the Supreme Court of the
Ann. $311.025(a).
State of Texas full rule-making power in civil judicial
proceedings, all laws and parts of laws governing the 75. Board of Insaraitce Com'rs v. Guardian Life Ins. Co.,
142 Tex. 630, 180 S.W.2d 906, 909 (1944); Hayward at
practice and procedure in civil actions are hereby
711 S.W.2d 655-656.
repealed, such repeal to be effective on and after
September 1, 1941. Provided, however, that no substan- 76. See Note 21 herein for the complete citation to House
Bill No. 13. Sections 5 and 6 of House Bill No. 13 protive law or part thereof is hereby repealed." Section 3 of
vide: "SECTION 5: RULES OF EVIDENCE IN
the Rules of Practice Act provides: "At the time it files
CRIMINAL CASES. The court of criminal appeals has
the rules, the Supreme Court shall file with the Secretaly
the full rulemaking power in the promulgation of rules of
of State a list of all articles or sections of the General
evidence in the trials of criminal cases, except that its
Laws of the State of Texas, and parts of articles and secrules may not abridge, enIarge, or modify the substantive
tions of such General Laws, which, in its judgment, ark
rights of a litigant. SECTION 6: AMENDMENTS;
repealed by Section I of this Act. Such list giving the
NEW RULES. The court of criminal appeals may proconstr~ctionof the Supreme Court as to the General
mulgate a comp~ehensivebody of rules of evidence in the
Laws and pats of laws repealed by Section 1 shall coiltrials of criminal cases and from time to time may prostitute, and have the same weight and effect, as any other
mulgate a specific mle or rules of evidence or an amenddecision of the Supreme Cou~
t."
ment or amendments to a specific rule or rules. Rules
70. H a h n 11. Texas Liquor Confro1Board, 166 S.W.2d 175,
and amendments adopted under this section are effective
176-177 (Tex. Civ. App. - Dallas 1942, writ ref'd). See
at the time the court of criminal appeals &ems expedient
cases cited helein at Note 54. Note 56, and Note 58.
in the interest of a proper administration of justice. The
71. No provision in the Texas Constitotion authorizes the
rules and amendments to rules iemain in effect unless
Legislature to empower the Supreme Coult to issue adviand until disapproved by the legislature. The secretary of
sory opinions. An adviso~yopinioii decides an abstiaot
state shall report the rules or amendments to rules to the
question of law without binding any parties. Texas
next regular session of the legislature by mailing a copy
Association of Business v. Te.ms Air Control Board, 852
of the rules or amendments to rules to each elected memS.W.2d 440, 444 (Tex. 1993). Courts niay not issue
ber of the legisiature on or before December 1 immediopinions on abbsact questions of law in the absence of an
ately preceding the session."
actual case or controversy. Sectiou 3 oE the Rules of
Practice Act authorizes the court to effectively issue an 77. Spring at 586 S.W.2d 485-486; Annes at 573 S.W.2d 8.
advisory opinion as to the effect of Section I on statutes 78. See Note 21 herein for the complete citation to House Bill
No. 13. Section 9 of House Bill No. 13 provides in releenacted on or before the effective date of the act in the
absence of a case or controversy. Advisory opinions violate the separation of powers doctrine as the function of
issuance of advisory opinions belongs to the executive
branch of government. Firemfln's 62s. Co. of Newark v.
Burch, 442 S.W.2d 331, 333 (Tex. 1969); Morrow v.
ey
Four years ekpgr&&e,
Corbin, 122 Tex. 553, 62 S.W.2d 641, 644-647 (1933). y ~ i a l ~ t t o r n Wanted:
p&fer
bihng~,&
Spa&h.,
@p&t Dave @N&
The Legislature may not empower courts to issue advisory opinions in the absence of an expless constitutional
T e r n ,Pspartme@tof Criminal Justice, 'Inmate
provisiou authorizing same. State v. Margolis, 439
Legal '~&ice$. Overnight travet requ:ifkd.
S.W.2d 695,698-699 (Tex. Civ. App. -Austin 1969, writ
(409) 294-6607.
ref'd n.r.e.). Tex. Gov't Code Azm. 3 22.004(c) is also
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vantpart: "&CTION 9. REPEAL OF CERTAIN LAWS.
(a) The court of criminal appeals may desiglmte for repeal
any law listed in Subsection (b) of this section if: (1) the
court promulgates a comprehensive body of rules of evidence in the trial of ccriminal cases under Section 2 of this
Act on or before Januay 1, 1986; and (2) at the time the
court promulgates the rules, the court files with the secretary of state a list of statutes repealed under this section.
(b) The oytion granted under Subsection (a) of this section
applies only to:" * * * pmphasis supplied]. Following
the quoted portion of the statute under Secfion 9@) is a list
of various statutes, including the medical and mental
health enactments. Refer to House Bill No. 13 or see Tex.
Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 1811f, 9 9@) for the complete list
of statutes. The Order of the Court of Criminal Appeals of
December 18, 1985 filed with the Secretary of State
inclnded all statutes listed under Section 9@) of House Bill
No. 13. See Note 34 herein. Section 9 does not state that
all statutes listed in subsection @) are repealed upon promulgation of a comprehensive body of rules of evidence in
the trial of criminal cases. Section 4 of House Bill No. 13
provides for the repeal of certain articles of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. See Notes 24 and 86 herein regarding
Section 4.
79. Boykin at 818 S.W.2d 785; City of Dallas 11. Cornerstone
Bonk, N.A., 879 S.W.2d 264,270 (Tex. App. - Dallas
1994, n.w.h.).
80. Tex. Gov't Code Ann. $ 312.002. Chapter 312 of the
Government Code applies to construction of all civil
statutes by virtue of the p~,ovisionsof Tex. Gov't Code
Ann. 9 312.001. See also: Gefers v. Eagle lmumnce
Co., 834 S.W.Zd49,50 (Tex. 1992).
81. Floyd v. State, 575 S.W.2d 21.23 vex. Crirn. App. 1978).
82. The term repeal is defined in Websrer's Ninth Collegiate
Dictionary, Mmiam-Webster, Inc., Copyright 1991, as
follows: "1. to rescind or annul by authoritative act;
esp.: to revoke or abrogate by legislative enactment."
See also Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition. West
Publishing, Copyright 1990, which defines the term
repeal as follows: "Repeal. The abrogation or annulling
of a previously existing law by the enactment of subsequent statute which declares that the former law shall be
revoked and abrogated (which is called "express" repeal),
or wbich contains provisions so contrary to or irreconcilable with those of the earlier law that only one of the two
statutes can stand in force (called "implied" repeal). To
revoke, abolish, annul, to rescind or abrogate by authority. Golco~zdaLead M i ~ w
v. Neill, 82 Idaho 96, 350 P.2d
221, 223. See also Abrogation: express repeal.
Amendment distinguished. Repeal of a law means its
complete abrogation by the enactment of a subsequent
statute, whereas the amendment of a statute means an
alteration in the law already existing, leaving some part
of the original still standing." The word repealer, a
derivative of the wold repeal, is likewise defined therein
as "one that repeals; specific: a legislative act that ahrogates an earlier act? The word repeal is defined in The
Random House Dictionary of the English Language,
Random House, Copyright 1967, as follows: "1. to
revoke or withdraw formally or officially: to repeal a
VOICE VOLUME 25 NUMBER 1 JANUARYIFEERUARY96

grant. 2. to revoke or annul (a law, tax, duty, ete.) by
express legislative enacment." [Emphasis supplied.]
83. Thompson at 190 S.W.2d 508. See quotation herein at
Note 50.
84. An opinion of a court of recold is inchided in the definition of a law in Tex. Penal Code AM. $ 1.07(a)(30). See
the following as to application and construction of wards
having a technical meaning: Dallas Morning News Co.
v. Boord of Trustees of Dallas 111dependentSchool
DiPt)ict, 861 S.W.2d 532, 537 (Tex. App. -Dallas 1993:
no writ); Smith v. Brooks 825 S.W.2d 208, 211 (Tex.
App. - Texarkana, 1992, no w~it).
85. Ely v. State, 582 S.W.2d 416, 419 (Tex. Crim. App.
1977): State v. Gamblhg Device, 859 S.W.2d 519, 526
(Tex. App. - Houston [lst Dist.] 1993, pet. ief'd); Tex.
Gov't Code Ann. 5 311.021(1).
86. Key Wesmn Life Ins. Co. at 350 S.W.2d 847. Section 4 of
House Bill No. 13, like Section 9, lists articles of the Code
of Criminal Procedure tiom which the Court of Criminal
Appeals may select to list as repealed with the Secretary of
State at the time of filing the rules of post-tdal and appellate
procedure. Section 4, unlike Section 9, states that the repeal
of the iuticles so listed by the mrt is effective on the effective date of the lules. The coutt is given the "option" as to
which articles are repealed. The option amonnts to an indirect attempt to delegate a legislative function as the court,
and not the Legislature, makes the final decision as to which
aticles are repealed under this scheme. Section 4, therefore,
is unconstitutional in violation of Tex. Const. act. 11, 8 1 as
an unauthorized delegation of a legislative function, and
cannot lawfully empower the murt lo repeal any statute.
87. Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art 44954 8 5.08 (g)(10) creates
an exception to the privileges or confdentiality otherwise
allowed as to criminal court p~oceedingsand prescribes a
pmedult for obtaining medical liecords as follows: "in any
wiminal prosecution where the patient is a victim, witness, or
defendant. Records are not discoverable until the court in
which the prosecution is pending makes an in camera determination as to the relevancy of the records or communications or any portion thereof. Such determination shall not
constitute a determination as to the admissibility of such
~ecordsor communications or any poltion thereof." The language of 5.08 (g)(10) is the same as appeared at 9 5.08 (g)
(8) before amendment of the statute, effective September 1,
1995. Act of May 28, 1995,74th Leg., R.S., ch. 856, $ 4,
1995 Tex. Sess.Law Sew. 4290(to be codified as an amendment to Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. a t , 4495b, § 5.08 (g)).
88. The procedure for obtaining records set forth in Tex.
Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. $ 5.08 (g) (10) constitutes a special
statute controlling over the provisions of the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure, and could impact service and
execution of search warrants and grand jury subpoenas,
among other thiigs.
89. Tex. Code Crim. Ptoc. Ann. art. 38.23. See: Erd~nanv.
Stare, 861 S.W.2d 890, 893 (Tex. Cr.App. 1993); Polk v.
State, 738 S.W.2d 274,276 (Tex. Cr. App. 1987).
90. The medical and mental health enactments cannot he
deemed repealed as to matters of criminal pprocedure in any
event and lemain valid statutes under this scenario for consideration of such matters as reasonable expectation of pri-
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vacy among others. See and compare: Comearrx at 818
S.W.2d 51-53; and Thu~mmiv. Sfate, 861 S.W.2d 96,99100 (Tex. App. - Houston [Ist Dist.] 1993, no pet.), which
holds among other things that the appellant did not have a
reasonable expectation of privacy because of the deemed
repeal of themedical and mental health enactments.
91. Tex. R. Crim. Evid. 101(c); Few at 463 S.W.2d 425.
Tcx. R. Crim. Evid. 509 purports to abolish the physician-patient privilege in criminal cases. This rule conflicts with the provisions of Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. AM. art.
4495b, $9 5.08 (a)-@) and is uull and void by virtue of
Tex. Const. art. V, g 31. The deemed repeal of Art.
4495b..6"5.08 bv either couit is unconstitutional in violation of Tex. Const. art. 11, 9 1.
92. C.E.Duke's Wrecker Service, Inc. v, Oakley, 526 S.W.2d
228,232 Rex. Civ. App. - Houston [lst Dist.] 1975, writ
ref' d n.r.e.). See also the cases cited herein at Note 74 as
to effect of special statutes.
93. Red River Naf. Bank IT. Ferguson, 109 Tex. 287, 206
S.W. 923,927 (1918).
Board of Ins. Com'rs. at 180 S.WZd 909; El Parfe
Young, 138 Tex. Crim. 418, 136 S.W.2d 863,864 (1941).
Public Urility Corn'n of Term at 754 S.W.2d 124; Boykin
at 818 S.W.2d785.
Kimbrongh I r Bameff,93 Tex. 301, 55 S.W. 120, 123
11900); Es Parte Heyman, 45 Tcx. Clim. 532, 78 S.W.
7"-
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97. Immediate solutions to the situation described herein may
be found by the Supreme Court and the Court of Criminal
Appeals through exercise of their lawful rulcmaking

power to accomplish the following: (1) rescission of all
orders listing or designating lawfully enacted statues as
repealed, (2) cessation of the practice of listing lawfully
enacted statutes as repealed in connection with promulgation or amendment of rules; (3) amendment of the rules of
procedure and evidence to adopt or conforni with the provisions of conflicting lawfully enacted statutes; and (4)
amendment of the ~ulesof evidence and procedure to the
extent necessary to cleally require resolution of conflict
between a lawfully enacted statute and a rule in favor of
the statute to insure that all valid statutes are given full
lawful effect by the courts. Legislative solutions to the
situation described herein may include: (1) an amendment of Section 22.004(c) of the Government Code to
conform with the requirements of Article V, 9 31 of the
Texas Constitution and eliminate conflict with Section
22.003(b) of the Government Code; and (2) a requirement
that caurt-promulgated rules be expressly approved by the
Legislature as an affirmative check against the possibility
of conflict withlawfully enacted statutes.
Don Rogers is an attorney with the l a ~ e f i , mof Richard
Haynes & A$sociates, P.C. in Houston. He attended the
Universify of Houston, where he received his B.B.A. (1970)'
J.D. (1972), and LL.M. (1993) degrees. He is boar2 cerlified
in Crinrinal Law and Civil Appellate Law by fhe T a m Board
ofLeanl
" - Svecializafion.
.
The nafhor n~ishesto specially fhank Richard "Racehorse"
Haynes ofHousto~zfor his suppal t and encouragenzenf in fhe
preparation of flzis a~licle.

---Paid Political ~dvertisemefit---

They'd like to do to the Court of Criminal
~ppeal-swhat they've already done for Congress

w

hile Congress was tinkering wit11 its Rrke Back the Streets legislatio~~
last year,
one educated legislator tackcd on lln. following amendment:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, l~ouses,papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizores, shall not be violated, and no Warrants
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirhation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
'lie bill was voted do\w because the freshman class of congressme11 thought this language would tie the hands of
eol'nrcement. Tlic same sort of folks wlio cm'l spot the Fourth Atneudme~~t
now wan1 to take over the Court of
niinal Appeals. And thee is no one to stand i n tlicir ur;ty--escept us. Lone Star Heritage recommends the
owing candidares, available ill the March 12 Republican illid Democratic Primi~rics:
Gary Taylor (Democsatic)
Pat Barber (Republican)

Frank Maloney (Democr;~tic)
Gary Trichter (Republican)

Rise lo the challenge of the latest assault against the lights of the accnsed. Don't just vote. Get your granddaddy to
vote, Call Ilnw and put up a sign di two. (111Austin, 512-476-8484; in Houston, 1-8M-458-6414.)Lone St;~rfleritege
is also accepting contl-ibutions-send to LSH, 603 W. 13111St. #1&300, Auslin, TX 78701.
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A Defense Lawyer's
Perspective of
Constitutional Due Process
Problems in the Parole
Revocation Process
Presented to the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles December 12,
1995, on behalf of The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
s a component part of
the criminal justice
.system, criminal
defense lawyers act in a dual
role. First, we are advocates
far our clients, but, in a broader and no less relevant sense,
we and you are interested in
the efkient administration of
the criminal justice system in
a way that protects and insures
the rights of the public and of
the individual defendant. A
parole revocation system that,
at the base level, functions in
compliance with the federal
and state requirements of constitutional due process is ultimately a fair and efficient system. A fair and competently
run revocation process reduces
both administrative appeals
and judicial proceedings.
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Momsev v. Brewer, 408 US, 471 (1972)
sets forth the basic due process requirements for parole revocations. Gaenon v.
Sca~velli.411 U.S. 778 (1973), outlines the
due process requirements for probation
revocation proceedings.
The following outline is offered as an aid
to our oral p'esentation:
1. A Brief Hisrorical Overview of Parole
Revocation Hearin@ 1197-1980.
By Gary J. Cohen
2. Historical Ovwiew 1980 to Present.
3. Initial Notice to Releasee. A substantial variance exists in the wording of the warnings which the Board rules require
and those that appear on the form FS 48 which is provided to the Releasee. The
Board Rules provide in pat, in Section 145.43 (d), that "At the time of the execution of such a waiver and admission, the releasee shall be infonned that the
board will review all the allegations on the notice of alleged violations and will
in all probability, revoke or in some cases subject to executive clemency re*
ommend to the governor that his or her administrative release he revoked."
(emphasis added). In contrast, the FS 48 informs the Releasee that "If the PIEliminary hearing waiver is accepted you may be eohinued on supervision
transferred to a secured facility, or proeeed to a Revocation Hearing. If the
Revocation andlor both hearing@) waiver@) a r e accepted, you may be
revoked or the same options listed above may be exercised."(emphasis
added). The language on form FS 48 misleads the Releasee as to the consequences of his executing a waiver. We have a180 found it to be a common occurrence that Releasees are told by Pamle Officers that if they execute the waiver
they will only go back to TDC for a limited period of time or that they will go to
a secured facility other than TDC. The i~npressionthat is created by the language on the FS 48 coupled with false information suppIied by the P a l e Officer
is that the Releasee in all likelihood will not be revoked and sent back to TDC.
This impression is a far cry from the language set forth in the Board's own rules.
The Board Rules further provide in Section 145.43 (c) that "Upon written
request by the releasee, accompanied by an executed pauper's affidavit, an
attorney shall be appointed to represent the alleged violator during a revocation hearing." (emphasis added). In reality, the Hearing Section does not
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implement this Board Rule. The Releasee is not informed
that indigency is the only piecondition to an appointed counsel and the Releasee is not routinely provided with the necessary affidavits of indigency. We have been informed by
numerous Hearing Officers that, because of budget constraints, counsel is never appointed for Releasees charged
with only technical violations or misdemeanor criminal
offenses. It is only when Releasees have been charged with
felony offenses which remain unildjudicatedat the time of the
Hearing, that counsel is appointed. The cold reality is that
whatever ground the revocation rests on, technical violation
or misdemeanor conviction or felony conviction, the result is
the s a m e 4 readmission to the Institutional Division for a
significant period of time. The need to appoint counsel iests
on the nature of the lights to he protected and the inability of
the Releasee to privately retain counsel. The decision as to
when to appoint counsel cannot rest upon how seriously the
Hearing Section views the alleged violation.
The deficiencies in both the admonitions and appointment
of counsel conflict with the Due Process requirements
expressed in Morrisev. Morrisey recognizes that the revocation process involves a factual determination of whether or
not the parolee has in fact violated one or more conditions of
release. If it is determined that a violation has occurred, the
Board must then determine whether the parolee should be
recommitted to prison or whether other steps should be
taken to protect society and improve chances of rehabilitation. "In practice, not every violation of parole conditions
automatically leads to revocation." "The first step is relatively simple; the second is more complex." &m&y at
478. This is the language that gives rise to the Adjustment
phase of the Revocation Hearing. However, the admonitions to the Releasee on form FS 48 do not speak to the issue
of mitigation of punishment in the Adjustment portion of the
Hearing. In fact, no mention at all is made as to the bifurcated nature of the hearing process. Counsel is an important
component in the gathering axid presentation of evidence at
hoth the factual and adjustment phase of revocation hearings, especially in light of the Supreme Court's ~ecognition
that the decision as to the appropriate sanction to impose is a
more complex determination than the factual finding of the
existence of a violation.
4. Problems with Waivers. The Notice of Allegatioi~of
Violations and the Waiver of Rights are presented to the
Releasee by the Pre Revocation Officer, usually at the place
where the Releasee is conf-med pursuant to the execution of a
Warrant to Revoke the Administrative Release of the pelson
(i.e. u Blue Warrant). The Hearing Section does not consider
this to he a significant stage in the revocation process so as to
require the assistance of counsel. Under the administrative
directives of the Hearing Section a Releasee is not entitled to
the advice of connsel, whether appointed or retained until
after he has been served with the FS 48. T h s is intole~able
and gives rise to a significant abuse of process and needless
litigation in hoth the administrative and judicial process.
Questions routinely atise as to whether or not the Releasee
undeistood what was contained in the printed foms. Given
that a peat number of persons involved in revocations are of
limited ability, the advice of counsel regarding admsions by
the Releasee and decisions regalding waiver is indispensable

and in all likelihood constitutionally required. Counsel herein
have personally been involved in cases where waivers have
been obtained from persons who do not possess a sufficient
understanding of the written and/or spoken English language
in order to intelligently and knowingly execute a waiver of
rights. We have also experienced situations wheie waivers
are obtained from people with histories of mental illness
and/or under medication rendering them incapable of executing such waiver. The United States District Court for the
Southern District of Texas has reversed a case where the
waivers were not adequately understood by the Releasee.
(see Steele v. Scott, No. H-94-234, Southern District of
Texas, Houston Division).
This problem can be easily corrected. Where counsel has
been obtained and where the Hearing Section has been notified by either the Releasee or by counsel, there should be no
ex parte contact by any reptesentativesof the Hearing Section
or by the Pardons and Pamles Division. If counsel is not
involved initially, the Releasee should be accurately informed
of the consequences of making admissions and executing
waivers of rights in the process; the Release should also be
admonished and allowed to seek the advice of counsel prior to
making any admissions or waivers. If the Releasee expresses
a desire to make admissions or to execute waivers then such
admissions and waivers should be made before the Hearing
Officer, after proper admonitions are made on the record.
This will assure that the rights of the Releasee will be protected and it will also protect employees of the Hearing Sections
from unfounded allegations of inadequate explanation or of
undue pressure or misrepresentations.
5. Scheduline of Hearings. The current practice is that
hearings are set and notices to counsel are sent by the Hearing
Section. There is no requirement as to how much notice in
advance is provided to counsel. There is no procedure for
requesting or the granting of continuances when counsel has a
conflict. Oftentimes, trial counsel will have conflicts that
arise after the setting of a Revocation Hearing. A judicial
officer will rarely give a continuance because of the conflict
with an administrative hearing conflict. They view the court
proceedings to take precedent over the administrative proms.
The Hearing Section gives no credence to conflicting court
settings. Lawyers are informed that continuances are not
granted and in fact Preliminary Hearings are routinely held in
the absence of counsel. Revocation Hearings are grudgingly
continued only after the Releasee is brought into the Hearing
loom, in the absence of counsel, and questioned as to whether
or not they want to proceed witboot their lawyer.
We recognize thelegitimate need of the Hearing Section to
efficiently administer and proceed with hearings and their
scheduling. Defense lawyers sbould not be able to manipulate and unduly postpone hearings. However. when counsel
has a legitimate scheduling conflict and a sworn Motion for
Continuance is filed which sets forth with specificity the
style and cause number of the case and the court and date
that it is set for, so that the information can be verified, continuances should be granted a reasonable number of times.
Adequate advance notification of hearing settings will also
aid in reducing conflicts.
Another problem exists in the area of Fee Affidavits and
Hearings. Article 42.18, Section 11, T.C.C.P. requires attor-

neys to submif fee affidavits in all proceedings to the board,
parole panels and the department. The failure to make such
filing is punishable as a Class C misdemeanor. Regardless
of the way that defense attorneys feel about the constitutionality of this statute, the manner in which the Hearing Section
deals with a failure or refusal to submit such affidavit is an
appropriate matter for the Board's attention. It is the practice of the Hearing Section, when a lawyer appears at a preliminary hearing or at a revocation hearing and fails to submit such affidavit, to deny the attorney the right to represent
the Releasee. The Hearing Officer does not possess the
legitimate authority either under statute or pursuant to the
Rules of the Board to deny the Releasee the right to retained
counsel of choice. The sole remedy under the law is to file a
criminal complaint.
6. Subpoenas: Issuance, Enforcement and Sanctions for
Failnre to Comply. The current practice is that defense subpoenas must be requested from and approved by the Hearing
Section. They are available only for adverse witnesses. Rule
145.48 id). The failure of counsel to request such subpoenas
for adverse witnesses is deemed to constitute a waiver of the
Releasee's right to confront and cross examine adverse witnesses. This is an impermissible shifting of the burden of
proof to the Releasee. We acknowledge that counsel can, on
behalf of the Releasee, waiver the right to confront and cross
examine witness but such an act should be an affirmative act
pursuant to a stipulation of testimony and not as a result of the
failure to request the presence of adverse witnesses upon
whose testimony the State will rely to support a decision of
revocation. Morrisey requires, at a minimum, that the
Releasee at the Revocation Hearing be allowed to confront
and cross examine the adverse witnesses against him. The
language which the Board Rule is derived from comes fiom
an erroneous reading of the requirements in
In
Lzkmhy the Supreme Court carefully delineated the requuements of Due Process which are required at Preliminary
Hearings as opposed to the Revocation Hearing itself. It is
only i n the context of the Preliminarv Hearing that the
Supreme Court in
puts the burden of requesting the
presence of adverse witnesses on the Releasee. Morrisey at
486. At the Revocation Hearing it is the responsibility of the
State to produce the adverse witnesses. See Belk v. Purkett,
15 F.3d 803 (8th Cir. 1994). We will later address in the section entitled Hearsay Exceptions and Good Cause what the
Supreme Court has defined as good cause for denying the
Releasee his constitutionally protected rights to confront and
cross examine witnesses.
The second major problem involved with the issuance of
subpoenas is that under the Board rules, the Releasee is cntitled only to subpoenas for adverse witnesses. Oftentimes,
witnesses who have evidence favorable to either tbe fact
finding stage or to the Adjustment phase will not attend the
hearing without a subpoena. This is common where testimony from doctors is needed. Also, employers ~equirethat subpoenas be served upon employees before their absence from
wolk will be excused. Affidavits do not provide an adequate
substitute for live testimony. The Hearing Officer can gain
more information from observing the demeanor of the witness than from a written statement and the witness is available to answer questions deemed relevant by the Hearing
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Officer. To deprive the witness of the right of process to
obtain the presence of witnesses having favorable testimony
is violative of H c x k y .
Problems also occur in having the issuance of the subpoena
be subject to the approval of the Hearing Officer. The duty of
the Hearing Officer is not to determine the appropriateness of
the request for a subpoena but rather to limit or prevent testimony that is not relevant to the proceedings. Counsel has
personally experienced the situation where subpoenas
requested for Parole Division employees have been refused,
even where counsel has proffered a statement regarding the
relevant nature of the testimony.
The next set of problems arise in the service of subpoenas.
The current practice is that the Pre Revocation Officer, or
some other employee of either the Hearing Section or of the
Division serves the subpoena. Counsel herein as well as other
members of our association have experienced incidents where
defense witnesses are questioned about the nature of their testimony by the officers serving the subpoenas. Witnesses have
also been ex partied by the officer regarding the background
of the Releasee in attempts to influence the testimony of the
witness at the hearing. Service of process should be done by
the appropriate judicial officers available through the
Sheiiff's department, the constable office or, as provided for
by statute, private process servers. The Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure in Article 42.18, Section 12, gives parole
panels the authority to issue subpoenas and p~ovidedfor service "in the same manner as similar process in courts of
record having original jurisdiction of criminal actions." Yet
the practice of the Hearing Section is to uot allow service by
one other than employees.
What happens when witnesses are served with subpoena
and fail to appear? We have heard from police officers that
they feel free to ignore dilly served subpoenas and to even
advise victims who have been subpoenaed to feel free not to
show np because they know that the Hearing Officers have no
power to enforce service of process. Even though Article
42.18, Section 12, provides for the enfolcement of process by
the attachment of witnesses and for contempt the Hearing
Officers refuse to attempt to enforce compliance. We have
asked that the Hearing Officers confer with counsel for the
Hearing Section and with counsel for the Board when these
problems arise and our requests iue refused. The only remedy
which is offered to us i s to continue the heafing until another
time. If the witnesses still fail to appear, the Releasee is without remedy. The availability of a rigbt without the mechanism to enforce the I ight renders the right illusory.
7. Exceptions to the Hearsay Rule and Good Cause for
Denial of the Rinht to Confront and Cross Examine
Witnesses. Hearsay is acceptable evidence in parole revocation p~oceedings,subject to ce~tainlimitations which we will
go into below. However, the substitution of healsay testimony based on "good cause" to deny the Releasee the right to
confront and cross examine an adverse witness is not a statutoiy exception to the rule against admission of hearsay. The
good cause exception exists only in the context of the
Morrisey opinion as it relates to denying the defendant the
right to confiont witnesses against him. The common practice
in revocation hearings is for the Hearing Officer to allow
hearsay information in the form of a sworn statement, an
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unsworn statement or the oral testimony of a third party
whenever a witness is not present. The most that Hearing
Officers require as a predicate for the admission of this
hearsay is that an attempt must have been made to serve the
adverse witness with a subpoena. If the witness has not been
served, after an attempt to do so, or if the witness has been
served and merely fails to show up, Hearing Officers find that
"good cause" exists upon which to deny Releasees the right to
confront and cross examine witnesses and to substitute
hearsay statements in the place of live testimony.
The basis for the "good cause" exception is to be found in
An examination of the language in
the language of
that decision shows that the Supreme Court never intended
that the Releasee's constitutionally protected Due Process
rlghts to confront and cross examine adverse witnesses be so
broadly abrogated by the hmsh of interpretation that Hearing
Officers give to the tern "good cause". With respect to the
Preliminluy Hearing:
"On request of the parolee, a person who has given
adverse information on which parole revocation is to be
based is to be made available for questioning in his presence. However. if the hearine officer determines that an
informant would be subjected to risk of hann if his identity
were disclosed, he need not be suh@ted to confrontation
and cross examination." (emphasis added). Morrisey at 486.
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With respect to the revocation hearing,
provides
that among the minimum due process rights to he afforded the
Releasee are "...the right to confront and cross examine adverse
witnesses (unless the hearing officer specifically finds good
cause for not allowing confrontation)...". @mk%yat 486.
Thus, good cause for abrogating the right of a Releasee to
confront and cross examine witnesses, when poperly read in
the context of Mmlsg,is limited to situations wherean informant's life would be at risk if his identity were disclosed.
While Monisey does allow for the introduction of "letters, affidavits and other material that would not be admissible in an
adversary criminal trial" that language does not modify the
right of the Releasee to confront and cross examine adverse
witnesses. The Court carefnlly separated that language from
the specifically pronounced Due Process rights of confrontation
and cross examination. In our experience and t h u g h information gained from other defense attorneys revocation are often
hased on testimony from third party accusers who have never
per'sonally appeared at any stage of the hearing process and
whohave never-been subjected to confrontation or cross examination by the Releasee. Oftentimes, the hearsay accusations are
never even combmated by other evidence tending to establish
the credibility andleliability of the out of court declarations.
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals has recently examined
Morrisey's good cause issue in the denial of a defendant's right
to confront and cross examine witnesses. See U
McCormack, 54 F.3d 214 (5th Cir.(Tex.) 1995). This case
examined whether or not good cause existed to admit into evidence lab reports of urinalysis tests in the absence of allowing
the defendant to confront the lab techniciruis or the lab's diiector
of toxicology. The Fifth Ci~cuitacknowledged that M a x k q
required that a defendant must receive a fair and meaningful
opportunity to refute or impeach evidence against him to assure
that the finding of a parole violation will be hased on verified

facts. McComack at p. 221. That means that among a defendant's rights in a parole revocation hearing is the right to confmnt and cross examine witnesses unless the hearing officer
specifically finds good cause for not allowing confrontation.
The Fifth Cucnit then held that in determining whether or
not to invoke the "good cause" exception to the defendant's
right of confrontation, that the "...courts are instructed to
employ a balancing test in which they are to weigh "the
[defendant's] interest in confronting a particular witness
against the government's good cause fot' denying it, pmicularly focusing on the 'indicia of reliability' of a given hearsay
statement." p.221. The Court's many findings in this balancing test are of great importance since the very same Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals would be the Court sitting in judgment as to whether or not this Board's a l e s met the requisite
Due Proaess requirements.
The Court ultimately held that the defendant's right to confront and cross examine were not violated in this paaicular case.
The Court opined lhat the lab technicianscould only testify as to
the procedure they used, they would have no specitic recollection of the particular vial of urine tested and that the trier of fact
would gain nothing by evaluating the demeanor of the witness.
The question was not one of whether the technician believed the
test was accurate hut whether they were accurate tests according
to established scientific principles. "It follows, therefore, that a
releasee's interest in cross examining a laboratory technician
regarding a scientific fact is less than would be his interest, for
example, in conhnting a hearsay declmnt regading what that
declaant may have seen. The tmfh of the former can be verified through methods of science; the truth of the latter can best
be verified tlnough the rigor of cross examination, conducted
under the circumspect eye of the district court." p.222. The
Courl fruther found that denying McComack the right to cross
examine the lab technician did not significantly deny him the
oppomnity to impeach or refute the government's evidence.
The Court further found that an examination of the reliability of the hearsay is an important consideration in determining
whether sufficient good cause exists to forego eonfrontation.
They held that in the context of this particular company's urinalysis reports that evidence had been presented that the
reports were extremely leliable.
The Court next inquired into whether or not the government
had good cause for denying McComack the right to confront
and c~ossexamine the lab direaor. While they held that they
government in that case had good cause "not to require a laboratory director, such as Director Fretthold, to testify in person in every proceeding in which a defendant baldly asserts,
without presenting any supporting evrdence whatsoever, that
a positive urinalysis was or could have been caused by some
medication that he was then taking. Such a reauirement
would likelv he disruptive to the l a h o l ~ t and
0 ~ costlv to the
government. yet add little if anvthins to the reliability of the
test results in question." (emphasis added). p.225.
This brings us to a point of major contention in the conducting of hearings-the training of Hearing Officers.
Hearing officers are commonly former employees of the
Parole Division who previous position has been that of supervising field officers. They receive minimal training in the
condncting of hearings and even Less in the admission of evidence. They have no concept of what constitutes admissible
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hearsay as opposed to excludable hearsay. They cannot lec- inary hearing and a revocation hearing, the Hearing Officer
ognize the diffexence between double or triple heasay; they provides a report to the Boa~dupon which the Board makes
do not recoenize the necessarv nredicates that must he stab- its decision to nroceed to a Revocation Hearing OI to revoke a
~ a r o l e . In the reoort. the Hearinglished before hearsay can be deemed
Officer gives a summary of the evireliable (and therefore admissible).
dence and a short recitation of the
They are unaware of the predicates
objections and lulings on the objecnecessary for the admission of the
tions. Lawyers representing the
results of scientific tests or the prediReleasee are not provided a copy of
cates necessary to admit business
the report p~iorto its transmission to
records or public records. Experience
the Board. We are not allowed to
among defense counsel has shown that
examine the report to see whether or
even when Hearing Officers are prenot it represents a full and objective
sented with citations to judicial statutes
recitation of the matters heard by the
or previous court decisions which are
Hearing Officer. We are not even
directly on point, that the officers canallowed an opportimity to present our
not make the relevant distinctions.
own version of the facts to the Board
Indeed, the common perception among
prior to its decision. We have bad
defense lawyers is that Hearing
experiences where mitigating eviOfficers are akaid to make any indedence properly int~oducedat the
pendent decisions. They come from
hearing never makes i t into the
positions of supervising officers whose
repolts to the Board. The only
every action is subject to review by
avenue available is a Motion to
supavisory personuel with control over
Reopen the Hearing. We are put in
their continued employment. That
the position of having
mindset carries over to the role as
. to ask that a
door be reope~ledonce it has been
Hearing Officers. Thev ale so unwillclosed. It is inefficient and unfair.
ing to make independent decisions that
Either having trained legal persons
even when counsel requests them to
conduct hearings andlor pioviding for
seek a legal opinion from the Hearing
input by defense counsel prior to the
Section lawyer, they decline to do so.
dec~s~on
making eliminates this probThey merely intone that they will over~ u l ethe obiection
at the nresent time
l e i . ' Certainlv. we would a11 most
"
subject to later review by counsel. That later review never likely agree that it would be fundamentally unfair to allow
only the State to present a case to the appeals wuvt without
occurs in a meaningful manner.
The nature of the revocation process and the broad rauge of input fiom the defense. "Society thus has an interest in not
evidence which comes into play is a complicated alrangement. having parole revoked because of erroneous information or
In other areas that involve issues much more simple than those because of an enoneoils evaluation of the need to revoke
involved in the ~wocationprocess, administrative law judges given the breach of paoleconditions." Mmkg at 484.
The Hearing Officer is in the same position as a magistrate
are provided to conduct hea~ings.For instance, in administrarive proceeding to revoke drivers licenses for failure to give in federal court or as a District Court in p~oceedingsunder
blood or bieath specimens when a driver is suspected of hticle 11.07 of the Codeof Criminal P~ocedure.They act as
Driving While Intoxicated, administrative law jndges, trained fact finders who make proposed finding of fact and make reclawyers skilled in the rules of pmcedure and evidence, ale uti- ommendation to the ultimate decision maker. In the fedend
lized. Losing one's driver's license involves a minimal lose of and state judicial process the healing officers findings of fact
liberty; the only issues involved in the proceedings ale and recommended conclnsions of law must be presented to
whether the amsting officer has reason to believe that the dri- both sides involved iq the litigation process before they are
ver was intoxicated and that they failed to give the reqnired forwa~dedto the decision maker. The same protections
specimen after propet warning. Even in the context of drivers should be in place in the revocation system.
license suspension hearings, the faihne of the police officer to
CONCLUSlON
appear does not constitute good cause to substitutehearsay.
We appreciate the opportunity which has been extended by
The issues involved in palole revocation are exceedingly
complex and the liberty inte~estat stake is significant. For a the Board. We hope that our presentation has given you
releasee in the parole revocation process to be afforded less another perspective on the nature of problems which we rouprotection than one facing the loss of a driver's license is tinely encounter in ~wocation. We want to stless that the
inexcusable. For a Releasee to have the process PI-esidedover Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association views itself as
by a lay person unskilled in the intricacies of evidence and a component part of the criminal justice system and as such
procedue is intolerable. For the Department of Public Safety we are interested in lending o u ~suppo~twhenever possible to
to afford driver's more concem and protection than the Board work together with the Texas Board of Pardons and P a r o h in
an effort to improve the prompt, efficient and fair administlaof Pardons and Paroles provides Releasees is absurd!
8. Counsel Inout Into Remrts to the Board. After a prelim- tion of justice in the State of Texas.
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The issues involved
in parole revocation
are exceedingly complex and the liberty
interest at stake i s
significant. For a
releasee i n the parole
revocation process to
be afforded less proiection than one facina
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DWI Field
Sobriety Testing
A Common Sense Voir Dire & Cross Examination
to Show the Test are Designed to Cause Failure
I. Introduction
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At best, the latter two of the three standardized tests, as do theunstanda~dizedRhomberg
By Gary Trithter
and nose touch, ~elateonly to coordination, or
a lack thereof, and no more. It is the role of
defense counsel to show the judicia~yand the jury what these balancelmrdination
tests 1-eaUyshow and don't show. This task can be easiIy accomplished through
skillful vok dire and cross examination. The following voir dire and cross examiuation questions and voir dire answeis are illustrative of how a defense attorney can
show the fact finder that these prosecution and police '%mat bombs"' are really
'hnsmat bombs" programmed to self-destruct upon proper questioning.

ith the advent of
the United States
Department
of
Transportation's and National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration's development of
the "Standardized Field Sobriety 11. Voir Dire & Cross-examination Gems
The validity of the standardized and nonstandardized balance/wordination field
Testing Procedures", the horitest results become immediately suspect when properly viewed. The trick to
zontal gaze nystagmus (HGN)', undermining the tests as reliable indicators of intoxication is to show exactly what
the one leg stand, and the walk they ale designed to do fiom the juror'sperspective. This can be a fun part of both
voir dire and cross examination because the jury and the anesting officer will be
and turn tests have become compelled to admit the tests are designed to cause imbalance and sway. By bwak"scud type" law enforcement ing the respective tests down into their basic elements and applying the lule of
sense, it becomes abundantly clear that the tests ale actually designed to
weapons directed at our citizens common
cause imbalance. Moreover, since cross examination has its genesis in the w i r
in an effort to detect the intoxi- dire, it is thae that defense counsel will set the stage for it in jiny selection.
The following examples show typicaljumr ~esponsesto wunsel's teacbingquesiions.
cated driver. Regrettably, like
These questions relate to theone leg stand, theRl~ombe~g,
and the walk and him tests:
the real scud missiles, because of
If you are asked to design a test that wauld both cause a person to become
their innate inaccuracy, many less(I.balanced
and sway would you have thepelson stand keeping his feet togethinnocent people become casual- er or would you have him keep his feet apart about shoulder width? Why?
ties. Ostensively, law enforceA. I would keep a person's feet together because it would give Ulem less of a
base
to balance on.
ment agencies, the judiciary, and
0. If you were asked to design a test that would both cause a person to become
many jurors have blindly acceptless balanced and sway would you have the pelson keep his feet together as he
ed these police balancelcoordi- stands or w d d you have him raise one out in front 6 inches oRthe ground? Why?
nation tests as accurate indicaA. I would require the person to pick one foot up as that would give them less
tors of intoxication. In truth, support and less of a base to balance on.
these police balance tests have
(I. If you were asked to design a test that would both cause a petson to become less
no correlation to intoxication. balanced and sway would you have the person keep his arms down by his sides or
The same is true for other non- would you d o w him to hold them out away from his sides at shoulder level7 Why?
A. I'd rnake a person keep their arms down by their side. It is a normal human leac
standardized balancelcoordination to balance with one's arms out. In fact, it is an unthinking no~malresponse to
tests such as the
extend your a m s out in an attempt to ~egainyour balance when you loose i t Cilcus
performers on the high wire always have their arms out or use poles in the ho~izontal
(head tilt) and the nose touch.
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position to maintain theit halaam. Requiting a person to balwhile keepiug his armsby his side is unnatural andnotnormal.

(1. What would happenifthe governmentrequired pmspective
driw&tobke them halanee tests before they could get licenses?

(1, If you were asked to design a test that would both w e
a person to befome less balanced and smy, wwld you hare
' m keep his head stwight and level or would you have
the pe
him tilt it back at a forty-five to ninety degree angle? Why?

A. There would be a lot less people driving.
people
could not do those 'tests no matter how hard they h3ed. HWk,
I could not do them now. In fact, E doubt I could do them
even if I practiced.

A. I would make the person tilt fheir head back. Tilting of
the head move the fluid in the ear. It is the fluid in the ear
that helps us maintain our batance.

(1. Do you have an idea as to whefher it would Be normal
for a @son to make innocent mistakes on these tests if they
were unpi8&ed in them and they were nervous about taking
them (eg. they would beanwted for failiagf? Why?

(1. If you were asked to design a test that would both eause
a person to beuume less &lanced and sway while he was
reqbired to keep his head tilted back, would you have him
close or open his eyes? Why?

A. Are you serious? I would have the p e o n close his eyes
hecause that would take away any visual reference he had.
That alone would cause sway and adding that to the tilting of
the head would only enhance the imbalance.
(1. If you were asked to design o tmf that would both cause
a person to become l a s hplanced and sway would you have
him stand with his f e t shoulder Iength apart or urith one foot
in front of the other where the toes of one foot am to~tching
the heel of the other? Why?

A. I think it would be very normal for a person to make
mistakes gn thme tests. This would he especiqlly true if I
were unpmcticed nmou6 or frightaaed. Indeed, if I &ught I
would be arresed if I were unable to do them, that reason
done would probably prevent me from doing themat all.

Ill. Committing thb Jury to "Common Senseu
Of coume, all.'of the aforementioned quations only require a
juror to use '%omon sea# to answer them, Asking @em€0
share their tho4ghts out loud, however, has the effect of wm-

A. I would have the person stand with one foot in front of
it does not take a rocket scienfist to know that a
person is less balanced that way.
tlie other.

(1. rf you were asked to &in a test that would both e a s e a
person to become less hdattced and sway as he walked would
you have him take steps his normal way or would you have him
walk in a toe touching theheel in front fashion on a line? Why?

A. I would have the person walk heel to toe. This is not a
normal way to walk

a.

When you applicd to receive your original driver's license
or yon renewed your licenses did you have to perform batannce
tests such as the one leg stand test, Ole head tilt teat or the walk
the line test in order to get the license? If not, why not?

A. I have never heard of anyone having to do any type halance test in older to get a driver's limse. In my view, just
because a person e m o t do shes$ tests does not mean that
they cannot s&y qierate a'vehick safely.

Hall of Fame Committee Report
he Hall of Fame Committee, subject to the
approval of the Board of Directors of the
Texas Criminalbefense Lawyers
4ssociation at their March meeting, has voted to
~nductPhil Burleson, Sr. and C. Anthony Friloux,
Jr.into the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
4ssociation Hall of Fame.

Dirtdtt 8
Ben florey
Bill White
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mitting the entire panel to the notion that all of the balancing
tests are designed to cause imbalance and sway. Moreover, Ilaving different jurors answer different questions has the equal
effect of committing your jury to the fact that one's inability to
do these @& balance tests might relate to coordination, hut,
they do not relate to intoxication. Further, asking these questions and having the jurors respond with there "common sense"
answers sets the stage for your cross examination. Officers who
respond differently than the jurors did, i.e., the tests do not
cause imbalance and sway, are perceived to be less than trnthfnl.
ALL of these questions can and should be asked of the officer on cross examination. The difference in the question
between voir dire and cross examination is that the officer is
nA asked the "why?" The officer is &to be asked the open
ended question.

IV. Conclusion
"KISS" is a formula for successful voir d i e and moss examination. Each letter of the word has a special meaning. For
purposes of vou dire and cross examination there is a double
meaning. As to the first, "K" requires a thorough knowledge
of the facts, T'requires a thorough "investigation" to determine those facts, "S" requires that a ''&&&' be designed to
put foak those facts in the best defensive light, and the best,
"S" requires that we put those facts and strategy before the jury
in a "&
way so that they are easily recognized and remembered. As to the second meaning of "KISS", keep the voir dire
and the cmss examination on the "keep it simple stupid'" basis.
Remember, it is the prosecution's desire to shroud their
beloved standardized field sobriety tests in the aura of science

with the hope that the jury will simply accept them as valid
Indicators of intoxication and not use their common sense. It
is the government's strategy to make the tests appear to be
complicated so that the jury will not think about them.
Knowing this, counsel for the defense must undermine that
"aura" and expose it's falsity by showing that the validity of
the tests are contrary to '"common sense".

I n closing, the below passage is particularly
appropriate to note:
"Perhaps the sentiments contained in the following pages,
are not yet sufficiently fashionable to procure them general
favor; a long habit of not thinking a thing wrong, gives it a
superficial appearance of being right, and raises at first a formidable outcry in defense of custom. But the tumult soon
subsides. Time makes more converts than ieason.
In the following pages I offer nothing more than simple
facts, plain arguments, and common sense; and have no other
preliminaries to settle with the reader, than that he will divest
himself of prejudice and prepossession, and suffer his reason
and his feelings to determine for themselves."
With those words Thomas Paine began his pamphlet entitled
"Common Sense," a pamphlet that would change the way the
Atnerican people thought about their government and individual
rights. AIL Paine asked his reader to do was to have an open
min&aU defense attorneys need do to undennine the accuracy of
the policefield sobriety tests is ask the jury to do the same thing. *
1. This article will not address the HGN test except to note
that the letter designators also mean "Here Goes Nothing."
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